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SECRETARY'S ANNOUNCEMENTS
SOME FORTHCOMING EVENTS

Wednesday 11 July 2001, at 4.30 p.m. at the Royal OverSeas League, Park Place, off St James's Street, London
SW1, the Society's Annual General Meeting,
preceded at 4 p.m. by Afternoon Tea, served in the
Wrench Room and followed by a final presentation to
George Webb C.M.G., O.B.E., and Professor Hugh
Brogan's talk on "Who is Kipling's Narrator?" in the
Mountbatten Room. Tea is £7.50 per head and is for
those who order in advance. Bookings for tea by
telephone calls to the Secretary, will be acceptable from
now till 9 July.
Wednesday to Friday, 5 to 7 September 2001 The Kim
Centenary Conference at Cambridge, organised by Dr
Jeffery Lewins, Kipling Fellow, Magdalene College,
Cambridge. [Details in December 2000 Journal, p 43]
The Stamers-Smith lecture, to be given on Wednesday 6
September by the poet Craig Raine is open to members
without charge but you are asked to apply to Dr Lewins
for a ticket of admission.
Wednesday 12 September 2001, 5.30 for 6 p.m. in the
Picture Room, the Athenaeum Club, 107 Pall Mall,
London SW1, Professor Sir Colin St John Wilson, on
"The Question of Tradition". [N.B. The Club has a dress
code: Jackets and ties, and strictly, no jeans.]
Wednesday 14 November 2001, at 5.30 for 6 p.m. in the
Mountbatten Room at the Royal Over-Seas League,
Judith Flanders, on "Kipling and the Arts: A family
tradition".
June 2001
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The narrator of "In the Interests of the Brethren"
meeting Mr Burges. See page 8 for an explanation.
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A NOTE ABOUT THE ILLUSTRATION ON PAGE 6
by George Webb
This pleasant sketch by 'Janbrun' (the artist Jean Brunier) is from a new French
translation by Pierre Gauchet ('Membre de la Kipling Society') of "In the Interests of the
Brethren", Kipling's sensitive story about the ritual of Freemasonry as a palliative under
the stress of war. It first appeared in magazine form in 1918; with its linked poem,
"Banquet Night' ", collected in Debits and Credits).
Gauchet, an authority on Freemasonry, has translated and published both the story and
that poem ("Nuit d'Agapes") as an attractive book, Dans l'intérêt des frères, for the
Collection Renaissance Traditionnelle, a range of publications to promote the
understanding of Freemasonry.
Of its 136 pages, 20-odd suffice for the translation of Kipling's eponymous short story
and " Nuit d'Agapes". The remainder contain a rich miscellany – introduction, notes,
illustrations, bibliography, index and appendices – which explain Kipling's numerous
Masonic allusions in the story, and relate both to the history of Freemasonry and to
Kipling's long association with the Craft. His Lodges are listed, as are his stories and
poems with a Masonic ingredient. Moreover, French translations are supplied, partial or
entire, not only of explicitly Masonic items such as "The Mother-Lodge", but of
unrelated examples such as "The Mother's Son", "Tommy", "The Absent-Minded
Beggar" and "The Widow at Windsor" (all vintage Kipling of course, but with no obvious
link with Freemasonry).
Gauchet's enthusiasm for Kipling, reflected in this broad swathe of material, is
engaging and infectious. He retrieves many items of interest (both for his francophone
reader who may know more about Freemasonry than about Kipling, and for the
anglophone reader with a converse balance of knowledge). His book (ISBN 2-84454060-0) is priced at 120 French francs (or 18.29 euros), and published by Éditions Dervy,
at 17, rue Campagne Première, 75014 Paris.
As for the picture at page 6, it shows Kipling (as the Narrator) at his fleeting second
meeting with Burges, the tobacconist, who plays a leading part in the admirable but
unorthodox Lodge 'Faith and Works 5837' where the story's main action is set. Kipling
did not say at which station the encounter occurred, and 'Janbrun' chose Victoria as one
that was familiar to visitors from France.
As for Burges's amazing appearance, 'Janbrun' has done a clever job, albeit derived
from a questionable source. Kipling described Burges as resembling "a Sealyham terrier
in silver spectacles", so 'Janbrun' sensibly worked from a picture of an alleged Sealyham
(copied at page 73 of the book). This depicted an exceptionally long-haired, silvery-white
dog, with a fantastic bouffant profusion of blond beard. One can see how an artist with a
talent for caricature could be inspired by this weird model to portray a comically hirsute
Burges – as 'Janbrun' has done. But was the model truly a Sealyham? If so, why did
Kipling, with his large knowledge of dogs, cite Burges's "short, dark beard" (sic) as his
leading point of resemblance to that breed?
Whatever the answer, Gauchet's book, well produced, bound in a durable laminated
cover, is crammed with esoteric information and can be recommended.
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EDITORIAL
Those readers who grudged the prominence given to the Revd. H.D.
Potter's article in the December 2000 Journal and saw it roundly
criticised in the last Journal, should not, in all fairness, deny the author
his right of reply. In this issue I publish that reply in full. It is a good
letter and a good defence; and it made me re-read " 'For All We Have
and Are' ". Kipling's poem comes across as a surprisingly milder
version of the Shakespearean "Once more unto the breach... " Much of
Henry V is far from 'politically correct' – although some critics have
spun the little evidence they could find to suggest that it is an anti-war
play. (Shakespeare's greatness must, finally, remain unassailable). Yet
in straining at a gnat they have swallowed a camel. There is no
bypassing Shakespeare's description of Henry as the 'mirror of all
Christian kings'; and consider the rallying call;
"But when the blast of war blows in our ears,
Then imitate the action of the tiger;
Stiffen the sinews, summon up the blood,
Disguise fair nature with hard-favour'd rage;"
Josephine Leeper, in her letter, quietly observes that the epithet
"Hun" was proudly adopted by the Kaiser himself. The "huns" of the
Great War became the "Jerries" of World War II. To the Americans they
were "Krauts" (from sauerkraut), and to the French, the "boche", which
I won't attempt to explain. Naming the enemy in terms of abusive slang
is common practice and one may safely assume the Germans had theirs
for the Allies. It all goes to show, when it comes to love and war, men
will be boys. And what of boys...
At the hustings, of recent memory, this incident was televised.
Seizing a 'photo opportunity', a politician, who shall be nameless,
cornered a schoolboy, sat next to him on a bench in the playground and
asked him a series of questions. The boy said he was eleven, that his
favourite subject was history, and that he was particularly fascinated by
World War II. And would he, asked the politician, (to the inner
writhings of at least one viewer, who particularly disapproves of
unsuspecting children being used in Party politics), have done things
differently from Winston Churchill? "Yes", said the boy, and the
viewer's dismay deepened. "And what would you have done
different?" persisted the politician. "Bombed Germany more," said the
lad. Ah, the vendetta of sweet innocence!
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But now, as they say, for something completely different. Bryan
Diamond, our man in Tajikistan – or was it on a flight somewhere
beyond and over the Hindu Kush – came across a neat tribute to
Rudyard Kipling in the Indian Express, which he very kindly faxed to
me. The article, which is entitled; "Kim's Testament" and for a subtitle:
"Kipling's classic is a multi-faith marvel", is by Renuka Narayanan. I
do not know Renuka, but I can boast of having worked for that very
newspaper, the Indian Express, in the mid 1960s. On the 'multi-faith'
point, she says that Kim "rates as one of the most moving testaments to
multi-faith that I have ever read." And even more positive is the
comment "too much has been made of Kipling's jingoism and his
(now) politically incorrect notions of the white man's burden. But is it
fair to judge a person who belonged to the high noon of the British
Empire by a post-Independence yardstick? Is it not more appropriate to
say that since 1947, we've had the untrammelled luxury of being able
to admire a fine storyteller and chronicler of 19th century India." The
article, which ought to be printed in full, ends with; "for those of us
who want spiritual reading told as a magnificent story, few books can
rate up there with Kipling's Kim!" I shall write to Renuka, sending her
a copy of the June 2001 Kipling Journal, and invite her to reproduce
and expand her comments. But I cannot end without referring to her
intriguing comment about the "central" question of identity. "Who is
Kim?" Renuka points out that Kipling almost certainly "knew that
'Kim' in Sanskrit means 'who'." Sanskrit is the root of most languages
of the sub-continent, and those of us who have overheard Gujaratis
conversing cannot have missed the fact that every question involving
'who' or 'what' began with the word "Khem" [pronounced 'came'].

ANNUAL LUNCHEON 2002
The Annual Luncheon will be on Wednesday 26 June 2002, at
the usual time of 12.30 for 1 p.m. An earlier booking, which fell
on 1 May 2002, has been rearranged because of the unpredictability of the May Day demonstrations. We were
particularly concerned for members travelling into London for
this occasion. Our Guest Speaker will be The Rt Revd and
Rt Hon Richard Chartres DD FSA, The Bishop of London,
who will address the Society on "Kipling and Westward Ho!"
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THE KIPLING SOCIETY ON LINE
by JOHN RADCLIFFE
We have passed two milestones in the past weeks. The number of
visitors to our web-site (www.kipling.org.uk), since launch, has
reached 100,000 and there are now over 100 members of the Mailbase
discussion group. The Mailbase maintained, as usual, a lively debate.
Questions and comments raised a wide range of subjects, from the
origin of Captain Gadsby's aside 'Steady the Buffs', to Kipling and
Science Fiction; from 'the Hat Crusade' to 'De Rougemongs' referred
to by Pyecroft in "Their Lawful Occasions". He was identified by
George Engle as Louis De Rougement, the assumed name of the Swissborn Louis Grin (1847-1921) who, in 1898, contributed sensational
articles to Wide World Magazine about his extraordinary, mostly
bogus, voyages and expeditions in search of pearls and gold. (Those
interested may look up the archive of past Mailbase correspondence via
http://www.jiscmail.ac.uk/lists/rudyard-kipling.html)
Alastair Wilson is studying the naval stories for his glossary of
Kipling's use of naval expressions. We are putting each completed
section of this work on the 'Kipling File' area of the site. Alastair
explains, for example, that when Pyecroft talked nostalgically of the
'squee-jee band' in the old Archimandrite, he was referring to a ship's
band for entertainment purposes, mostly made up of concertinas. Other
references include a 'phoo-phoo band', 'Red Marines' (men of the
Royal Marine Light Infantry) and 'the picket'll be coming for you' (the
naval patrol, under the Naval Provost Marshal, which went round the
streets of dockyard ports every evening, rounding up drunk and/or
disorderly sailors and marines.)
We are doing likewise with Brian Mattinson's massive list of the
musical settings of Kipling's verse, uncovering over 50 musical
versions of "Recessional", and at least nine of "A Smuggler's Song".
Elizabeth Breuilly's ongoing study of biblical references in Kipling
is also up on the site for comments and suggestions; and a final column
for "Notes' includes, Roger Ayers's comment on "Jews in Shushan".
This story, written for a brief appearance in the Civil & Military
Gazette (4 Oct 1887), by its 21 year old assistant editor, seems to be a
reversal, by fate, chance or what you will, of the events in the Book of
Esther, in which Haman (pronounced hay`muhn) who, having plotted
against the Jews, finds the tables are turned against him; and he and his
sons are hanged on the very gallows he had prepared for the Jews.
Kipling was fond of the ironies of fate and in his story of a Jewish
community in an Indian city – which, he identified as Shushan – that
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were ten in number, the same number as the sons of Haman, also perish
one by one as did the Ten Little Nigger Boys in the nursery
rhyme/song. (Kipling makes this song the dirge of the Jews of
Shushan.) Note also, Haman was an Agagite. In Stalky and Co, the
bullies Sefton and Campbell are broken by the last of the wicked
devices that return upon their own heads (my italics) by being "made
an Ag Ag". Roger Ayers suggests that Kipling made up that name
specifically to point to that reversal of circumstances.
In addition to these summaries of current research, John Slater has
revised the Library Catalogue, which is also on the web-site area for
Members only.

NEW MEMBERS
A warm welcome to:
Dr Kathleen Bauer, (Holmdel, New Jersey, USA)
Prof. Bard C. Cosman, (La Jolla, California, USA)
Mrs Diane Gikas, (London, NW6)
Mr D. E. Grey, (Hove, East Sussex)
Sir Colin and Lady Imray, (Wallingford, Oxfordshire)
Mr. G. C. Kieffer, (Billericay, Essex)
Miss Maria Livjerg-Eriksen, (Copenhagen, Denmark)
Ms Judy D. McCoy, (Sandy, Utah, USA)
Miss Ailsa J. Pain, (London, NW11)
Lord Sandberg of Passfield, (London, SW1)
Mr Thomas J. Seaha, (Manassas, Virginia, USA)
Miss Kim Tomko, (Kennesaw, Georgia, USA)
Mrs Prudence Turner, (Brentford Dock, Middlesex)
Mr Alan Wilmshurst, (Crowborough, East Sussex)
Mrs Hélène Wilson, (Basingstoke, Hampshire)
Mrs Vera Wright, (Ashtead, Surrey)
Listed by Roger Ayers, Membership Secretary, Kipling Society, 295 Castle Road,
Salisbury, SP1 3SB,
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A. W. YEATS
A KIPLING COLLECTOR AND
BIBLIOGRAPHER
by STEVEN ESCAR SMITH
[Steven Escar Smith is Special Collections Librarian and the C. Clifford Wendler
Cushing Memorial Library Professor at Texas A&M University. His professional duties
include maintaining and acquiring books, manuscripts, and other material for the A.W.
Yeats Kipling Collection for the University. – Ed]

The A.W. Yeats Kipling collection at the Cushing Memorial Library,
Texas A&M University, is one of the most extensive and unique of its
kind. It is virtually complete in first and later editions, contains all of
the collected works, many important 'association' items, and also a
substantial collection of correspondence and manuscript material.
Formed by an important Kipling scholar, it is also linked by that
scholar to two other vital collections. One,which he built along with his
own, and the other he organised.
Alvice Whitehurst Yeats earned a PhD in English from the University
of Texas in 1961, where he had also taken a BA and MA degree.
Between the Master's and doctorate he spent four years in the U.S.
Navy in World War IL His MA thesis was a survey of Kipling's poetic
themes. He claimed to have no early interest in Kipling or book
collecting, but in his adolescence he had read widely among the major
English authors – Kipling included. His emphasis on Kipling in
graduate school was due more to accident than design,1 and he settled
on his thesis only after the 'problem of a Master's essay could no
longer be delayed' and at the suggestion of his committee chair.2 But
what Yeats lacked in decisiveness he made up for in loyalty. On
returning to the University after the War, a dissertation on Kipling was
inevitable, and thereafter he maintained a lifelong interest in and
commitment to Rudyard Kipling.
Yeats would play a key role in building the Kipling collection at
Texas, though the University's efforts in this area began before he
returned from military service. In 1946, the DeGolyer family gifted
thirteen hundred volumes of post-Victorian and contemporary authors
to the University, including sixty-eight Kipling items. Before this, the
University's holdings consisted of a sampling of trade editions in the
general collection. The DeGolyer donation substantially improved the
collection and provided a foundation for Yeats to build on. In 1950,
Yeats was awarded a Graduate English Fellowship with the suggestion
from the committee that "the funds be spent in building a professional
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library."3 Meanwhile, he had also been invited to help assemble a
Kipling collection of research proportions for the University, first
working under the direction of Fannie Ratchford, Director of the Rare
Book collections and later for Harry Ransom in the establishment of
the Humanities Research Center.
Yeats's first coup for Texas was the Homer I. Lewis collection in
1951, given by Mrs Edith L. Stewart in honour of her son. The
collection was particularly strong in manuscript copies of poems,
galley proofs, autographed material, and first periodical appearances.
Yeats not only located the collection but also handled all the
negotiations in bringing it to Texas. Throughout the 1950s he continued
to lead the Kipling efforts, securing further donations as well as buying
on the University's behalf. He also began building his own collection,
and, in the process of buying for himself and Texas, established
connections with a number of English and American booksellers. One
of these, Colonel Marston E. Drake of the Jaines F. Drake company in
New York, would prove especially useful for his Kipling studies.
In the summer of 1954, Yeats called on Colonel Drake while on an
extended tour of research libraries in the eastern United States. He was
conducting preliminary research for his dissertation, which at the time
he thought would concern the influence of Browning on Kipling. Drake
said he had a client (unnamed) with an extensive Kipling library and
floated the idea of Yeats cataloguing it. Yeats said that he would. The
collector was James McGregor Stewart, a wealthy Canadian lawyer.
Though virtually unknown in Kipling circles, Stewart had for nearly a
quarter century been quietly building what Yeats would later describe
as the "most comprehensive collection treating Kipling materials and
Kiplingiana ever assembled by any person outside the Kipling
family."4
Stewart at one time considered establishing a trust to build a private
library for Kipling studies, perhaps following the pattern set by Folger
for Shakespeare. Before his death, however, he determined to leave the
books to his alrna mater, Dalhousie University in Halifax, Nova Scotia.
Shortly after Stewart's death in 1955, Mrs. Stewart, at the suggestion
of Colonel Drake, hired Yeats, though not to catalogue the collection
but to evaluate and organize it and, most importantly, to edit for
publication the bibliography Stewart had been compiling in his leisure
time over the last 20 years of his life. The result, Rudyard Kipling: A
Bibliographical Catalogue, was published in 1959 – the first book
issued by the Dalhousie University Press and is still, (despite being a
catalogue rather than a strictly descriptive bibliography), by far the best
and most comprehensive guide to Kipling's works. Its enduring
usefulness is evident by the fact that it was one of Andrew Lycett's first
acquisitions when he began researching for his recent Kipling
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biography.5 In editing the Catalogue, Yeats made a great scholarly
contribution, and did so before completing his PhD. Naturally, he used
it for his dissertation, completed two years later, in which he made a
study of the Texas and Dalhousie collections as resources for literary
research.
After completing his PhD., Yeats joined the faculty at Lamar
University in Beaumont, Texas. The earliest description of his private
collection came in his dissertation.
By judicious buying I have been able to form a personal collection of
modest compass, without which I could not have completed my
recent studies. It lacks all the English copyright issues, but is in other
respects reasonably complete. Although it does not contain any
newspaper or periodical issues, it does contain 740 first editions or
items of bibliographical interest and over one thousand typescripts
and originals of Kipling letters.6
By way of comparison, the largest collection donated to the
University of Texas during his time there contained 728 items total,
including first and other editions.7
In 1965 the Lamar library hosted an exhibit of materials drawn from
Yeats's collection in commemoration of the centenary of Kipling's
birth. Featured in the exhibit was a virtually complete gathering of
Kipling's early publications. A few of these items were:
The United Services Chronicle – Kipling's school paper, the
editorship of which he assumed in June of 1881 and in which many
of his earliest poems and prose pieces occur.
Schoolboy Lyrics (1881) – Kipling's first book and one of the rarest
in the Kipling bibliography. This copy contains hand drawn
decorations by a young Kipling himself.
Echoes (1884) – poems by Kipling and his sister Alice in imitation of
the style of contemporary American and British poets.
Quartette (1885) – this copy is inscribed by Kipling's father, John
Lockwood, and was sent by him for review to the editor of the
Spectator.
The exhibit also featured many other items with Kipling family
associations, such as Hand in Hand (London, 1902) by Kipling's
mother and sister. Pasted into the front of this copy is the original
publisher's contract, signed by the authors and the publisher. These and
the rest of the Yeats collection came to Texas A&M University in 1988.
By that time, however, the number of books had nearly doubled. As
already mentioned, one strength of the collection is the numerous
family association items. There are other association angles, for
instance, four volumes from the library of Samuel Clemens. Yeats
formed a friendship with J. H. C. Brooking, founder of the Kipling
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Bookplate of J.H.C. Bookings, founder of the Kipling Society
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Society. This friendship was to be particularly beneficial to Yeats, for
over the years Brooking and his wife made gifts of unique Kipling
items to him. They also gave him some of the material relating to the
establishment of the Society. Kipling was ambivalent about the Society
and for the most part stayed at arm's length from it. His family carried
on this ambivalence after his death. A unique part of the collection is
the materials (letters to Brooking from Kipling and various members of
his family – Alice, Caroline, and Elsie) that document this interesting
chapter in the growth and development of Kipling's reputation.
Yeats's dissertation was modest about the book portion of the
collection. It oversold the manuscript portion, however. When the
collection came to Texas A&M, it contained letters by Kipling and his
family, and the Brooking material already mentioned, but the bulk of
the "1000" typescripts are typescript copies that Yeats made, or
commissioned, of letters in other collections, such as the Houghton, the
Berg, Cornell, Dalhousie, and Texas. Having copies of these letters
together in one place is very useful, but they should not be confused
with originals. Of originals there are, however, letters by Kipling to
Robert Bridges, Poultney Bigelow, Robert Chalmers, Edward Bok,
Siegfried Sassoon, Lady Haggard, and others.
With generous support from the A&M Libraries's general acquisition
fund and a few private endowments, we have continued to add to the
collection. In recent years it has become difficult to find a book by
Kipling that we don't already own in first as well as later editions, so
we have turned our attention to correspondence and manuscript
material when we can afford to. Our most important acquisition of late
is the typescript with extensive corrections by Kipling of his short story
"The Maltese Cat." (The Day's Work)
To lend colour, I should mention that Yeats had other passions
besides Kipling. He was an expert builder of pipe organs, and more
than one local church in Beaumont has an organ built or restored by
him. Like many book collectors, he also had a few eccentricities. When
he moved to Lamar, he built his house with his own hands out of stone
so that he would not need fire insurance and to protect his collection.
He also had the annoying habit of inscribing his books with a blue
ballpoint pen, which is strange for someone who had worked with rare
materials long enough to know the importance of condition. Yeats also
collected other authors. Along with the Kipling material also came
noteworthy collections of Browning, Burns, Byron, Shelley, Tennyson,
and, somewhat out of character, Edwin Arlington Robinson. Though
containing first editions themselves, none of these is as large or as
comprehensive as the Kipling collection. Yeats inherited the Byron and
Burns material from Willis Pratt, who was one of his professors at
Texas. The Browning collection is the most substantial next to the
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Bookplate of A.W. Yeats, featuring the tower at the University of Texas,
which houses his unique Kipling Collection at the Crushing Memorial
Library.
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Kipling. Its most noteworthy item being a proof copy of Paracelsus
(1835), Browning's break-out book, so to speak, with corrections and
annotations in the poet's hand.
In acquiring this collection, Texas A&M was fortunate to have had
David H. Stewart, who at the time was head of the English Department.
A Kipling scholar himself, Stewart was very familiar with the
Dalhousie Catalogue. He was also a regular user of the Kipling
material at the Humanities Research Center. Over the course of his
research there he learned about Yeats's role in building the Texas
collection. He also learned that Yeats had his own Kipling collection,
and in time he was able to track down and visit Yeats. The collection
was sold to A&M for about the same amount that Yeats had spent on
it over the years, and Yeats in turn donated the proceeds of the sale to
his church. Local legend has it that Yeats sometimes boasted that when
he was actively buying for the University of Texas, he tried to find two
copies of every book on his wanted list. The first and best copy he kept
for himself, and the second best he sent to Texas! There is probably
more mischief than truth in this statement, for by all accounts he was
always scrupulous and selfless when acting on the University's behalf.
Yeats was always fond of his alrna mater. His bookplate, in fact,
features a pen and ink drawing of the University's most prominent
landmark – the famous University of Texas tower. He probably only
placed his collection at A&M because U.T. was, due to his own efforts,
already rich in Kipling material.
Yeats achieved a great scholarly accomplishment with the
publication of the Stewart catalogue but ensuring the survival of his
own collection for use by future researchers was probably his greatest
contribution of all.

NOTES AND REFERENCES
1. Alvice Whitehurst Yeats, Kipling Collections in the James McG. Stewart and the
University of Texas Libraries: An Appraisal of Resources for Literary Investigation,
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A CIRCLE OF SISTERS
by JUDITH FLANDERS
[This delightful talk was delivered at a Kipling Society meeting in London in November
2000. Equally delightful was the modesty of the speaker who, when asked to give a brief
summary of her life and achievements, sent me this e-mail. "I'm really not that
interesting, I'm afraid. Try this. . ."
Judith Flanders was born in London and grew up in Canada. After working in
publishing for nearly twenty years she became a writer and arts journalist. A Circle of
Sisters is her first book. She is currently working on a book on domestic life in 19th
Century England. – Ed]

I first came across the Macdonald sisters when reading Carrington's
biography of Kipling. Around him, as a little boy in Southsea, were his
mother's sisters: Georgie, the wife of Burne-Jones, Louisa, the mother
of Stanley Baldwin, and Agnes, the wife of Edward Poynter, then
director of the National Gallery. The Macdonalds were fascinating
people at a fascinating moment in time. They were there at the death of
the 19th century – Burne-Jones, although later embraced by the
Symbolists, was old-fashioned even at the height of his career, painting
mythological pictures and illustrations of courtly legends while Manet
was producing 'Olympia'. The following generation, in particular
Baldwin and Kipling, was at the forefront of the next wave, and they
helped to create the way we perceive the 20th century – Kipling, in his
life so reactionary, was a daring modernist in his work; Baldwin was
the first British politician to embrace 20th century techniques of
campaigning, such as radio and film.
Parallel to this was another story, no less important. This was the
story of domestic life. I was interested in seeing what the ingredients
were that made up family lives. Again, the Macdonalds gave me a
wide range. They started as a family that was middle-class by the skin
of its teeth, with little prestige and even less money. The women
married within their social circle, and yet, by the end of their lives, they
were titled, and managing town houses and country houses, out in a
world that as children they could barely have imagined.
When Kipling married in 1892, his family was not keen: 'a good man
spoiled',1 was Lockwood's verdict. Alice had already marked her
territory, fearing that 'that woman' was going to marry 'our Ruddy'.
When 'that woman' did marry her Ruddy, neither she nor Lockwood
were present. Carrie's mother and sister were too ill to attend the
ceremony, as was Phil Burne-Jones. The witnesses – and sole guests –
were Edmund Gosse, Henry James, Rudyard's cousin Ambrose
Poynter, and his publisher, William Heinemann. There is no indication
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why neither the Burne-Jones nor the Poynter families attended,
although the absence is striking. The wedding was not a cheerful affair:
Gosse called the small procession a 'cortege'; James described the
wedding party as 'huddled and shivering in the big bleak church as a
lost sheep on a moor'.2
For the first three years of their marriage, there was no physical
contact between Alice and Lockwood and 'the Ruddies', as Georgie
called them. After they had settled in Vermont, in 1895 they rented a
house in Tisbury, in Wiltshire, for the summer. Tisbury was where
Alice and Lockwood had decided to pass their retirement. Lockwood
had earlier visited his son and daughter-in-law in Vermont, but Alice
had not, and this was the first time they were to spend any amount of
time together. The signs were not good. Carrie referred to Lockwood as
'the pater', as Rudyard did; she called Alice "Mrs Kipling".
There was constant friction between the two women. It is unclear
whether there was anything specific, or whether it was simply that, now
they were within calling distance, it became obvious just how much
they disliked one another. Carrie wrote to Meta de Forest, her friend in
New York, that she was 'very low in my mind as well as my body. . .
Mrs Kipling has been away for three weeks recently and then I was
away a week so until today we have not met for five weeks and I think
she has been thinking matters over a bit for she was more human. So
after all the coming may have been of use. One hopes so. It has taken
it out of me in a most dreadful fashion so I feel it must count
somewhere.' 3
By the end of three months, it may have been with mutual relief that
Rudyard and Carrie returned to America. The outlines of Rudyard's
American disaster are too well known to you all for me to rehearse
them here. Suffice it to say that by September 1896 Rudyard and his
family were installed in a house near Torquay, which had been chosen
by Carrie and located, one assumes, to be out of visiting distance with
Alice. Otherwise Torquay was a strange place to settle on—Rudyard
loved the sea, it is true, but there was nothing and nobody familiar
there. Rottingdean, also near the sea, had Rudyard's much-loved aunt
and uncle, and was still far enough away from Tisbury to be 'safe' for
Carrie. (Carrie was indeed perhaps more like Alice than she would
have cared to think: it seems to me that Alice had earlier chosen to live
in Tisbury to be out of daily visiting distance from her own family.)
Another thing that may have ruled Rottingdean out was that in 1896
the Burne-Joneses were completely taken up by the sad decline of
William Morris. Burne-Jones wrote, just as the Kiplings moved to
Torquay, to his friend Mary Gladstone Drew, the Prime Minister's
daughter: "I am in such distress of mind that all business is very
difficult for me – I am afraid my dear Morris is drawing near to an end
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- I cannot leave him or go away at all. . . I dare not go away."4 Morris
himself wrote to Georgie: "I cannot say that I think I am better since I
saw you a week ago, but I hope I am no worse."5 He had been in love
with Georgie for over a quarter of a century, and now he was dying, and
she was apart from him. In September his final letter to Georgie
arrived: "Come soon. I want a sight of your dear face." Morris was
valiant to the end. His last letter was to his daughter and ended with a
heart-rending postscript: "I believe I am somewhat better."6 He was
not, and Georgie's great love and Burne-Jones's best friend died two
weeks later.
Without the worry of a dying Morris, Georgie ensured that Rudyard
and Carrie did not languish without her support for long. Torquay was
promptly given up, and the entire family moved into the Burne-Jones's
Rottingdean home, North End House, while Carrie awaited the birth of
their third child. They were pleased to be there, although that did not
stop Carrie complaining that "the house is beyond words inconvenient.
There is no bathroom, the nurseries are on the 3rd floor, the kitchen, a
cellar really, in the basement".7
Georgie may have been glad of the distraction. Burne-Jones, desolate
at the loss of Morris, was, as he had been through most of their
marriage, writing letters half a dozen times a day to another woman.
Her son had no career, no desire other than to shine in society, no
motivation. Georgie was very aware of this. She noted: "His very love
and reverence for his father has in a way crippled him."8 Her daughter
was wrapped up in her husband and her babies. Her eldest grandchild,
Angela, spoilt silly by Burne-Jones, was turning into what at the time
would have been called 'a proper little madam'. (By the time she was
six her Baldwin and Kipling cousins had already nicknamed her A.K.B.
- for 'Angela Knows Best'.)
Burne-Jones had a wife everyone admired, although he was unhappy.
By contrast Rudyard had a wife few liked, while he relished his married
state. After John was born at North End House, where the Kiplings had
been so happy, they decided that the Elms, across the road, would be
their permanent home. Rudyard wrote to a friend: "If marriage makes
your life to you one half as good and wholesome as it has made mine
to me, you'll be blessed."9 Mary Cabot in Vermont had already noted
how much of his daily life Rudyard placed in Carrie's management; he
told her, "I am no more than a cork on the water, when Carrie is with
me."10
He may have bobbed along in her wake, but Carrie felt the weight of
managing things. Rudyard's mood had not picked up after the Vermont
breakdown, and it was suggested that a winter in England was not
going to do him much good. They decided to go to South Africa, and
Carrie told Meta de Forest that Rudyard "won't go without me and I
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can't leave the children – so we all go and what an undertaking it is. .
. It must be done and so I am doing it." 11 This is a good summary of
their marriage – he couldn't manage without her, she could manage, but
could not manage to enjoy managing. It is true that they didn't exactly
travel light – "two wheels, some baby carriages, and about half a ship
load of baggage",12 but on the other hand, Carrie didn't exactly do on
her own, either – they took with them a nursemaid, a governess and
Carrie's own maid.
Before they set off they spent Christmas of 1897 at the Elms.
Lockwood and Alice came from Tisbury, and brought Trix and her
husband Jack Fleming with them. The Flemings had arrived from
Calcutta on leave a few weeks before. They had a family reunion to
celebrate, and also the publication of Trix's second novel, A Pinchbeck
Goddess. Unlike her first, this one came out under her own name (and
a bit of reflected glory from Rudyard's: "by Mrs J. M. Fleming (Alice
M. Kipling)" the title page coyly hinted, and for those who missed the
significance of that, the book was also dedicated ("To my Brother
Rudyard").
The story was similar to her first novel which had been published
four years earlier: an unhappy young girl who is brought up by an
unkind and repressive aunt (shades of Mrs Holloway!), falls in love
with an artist. There is a parallel story of a couple in an unhappy
marriage, where the husband feels it "his duty to discipline" his wife.
He bullies and punishes her, refusing to speak to her for days. Years
later, Trix's great-nephew Colin Maclnnes (the cult novelist of the
1950s) felt that the couple were very probably a portrait of his greataunt and uncle. According to Maclnnes, Jack Fleming was that much
mocked, admirable personage, the English – or Scottish military
gentleman: kind, good, honest, unimaginative and timid. And how aunt
Trix teased him, cruelly almost, like a cat with sharpened fangs!
Always arriving late for meals (which exasperated him), her breast
clattering with necklaces, her fingers glittering with rings, she talked,
and talked, and darted witty shafts, and chattered on and on until he
cried out in despair, like an Old Testament prophet in the depths of
torment, "Oh, woman! Woman!" Whereupon she wore a sweet smile
and raised her brows.13
Perhaps as a result of being together in Rottingdean, Phil BurneJones and Rudyard also started to get on better. Rudyard had been
inclined to dismiss him – that 'phool Phil', he called him – but now he
agreed on a collaboration. For a while Phil had been a follower of the
actress Mrs Patrick Campbell and for a while she had responded. He
was suddenly dropped, without ever knowing why (according to his
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account). Now he planned a vampire picture, which some saw as a
spiritual portrait of Mrs Campbell: revenge for her treatment of him. It
is probable that Rudyard was not aware of the subtext when he agreed
to write verses to go with it. (The verses have long survived the 'ninedays' wonder of the picture. They are the ones that begin: "A Fool there
was and he made his prayer / (Even as you and I!) / To a rag and a bone
and a hank of hair.") Phil had a respectable if not thriving career—his
portrait of his father was about to be sent to the Royal Academy. But
when he not only asked Rudyard to sign 250 prints, but also to write a
formal guarantee that he would not sign any more, thus increasing the
value of the limited edition, Rudyard began to get a little tetchy. The
picture was a scandal for a while, although it did nothing for Phil's
career—three years later he was still trying to find a purchaser for it.
Rottingdean quietened down after Christmas. The Ruddies went to
South Africa with Lockwood, Alice returned to Tisbury, the Baldwin
cousins left their Ridsdale grandparents and went home to
Worcestershire. Even Georgie, tired out by the long winter, went on one
of her rare trips abroad in January. She returned in the spring of 1898,
and divided her time between Rottingdean and the Grange, her London
home, as she had before. Burne-Jones was working feverishly on a big
canvas, and it was only with great difficulty that he could be persuaded
to spend some time in Rottingdean, resting – his health once more
giving cause for concern. In the middle of June, Burne-Jones's friend
and Lockwood Kipling's Tisbury neighbour, Percy Wyndham, called,
and spent the afternoon with Burne-Jones, who was in high spirits,
playing 'Bear' on the carpet with the children. The following night he
awoke in pain. He called for Georgie, and, she wrote, "before doctor
or child could come he had answered the call and was gone." "0, what
a kindness to let him die alone in my arms."14
Georgie accepted his death with the same 'air of determined
resignation' as she had Morris's two years before: "We must pay for the
wine we have drunk",15 was all she said. The family began to gather in
Rottingdean: Alfred, Louie and Stan went to the Ridsdales, Stan's inlaws; Lockwood, Poynter, Agnes and Ambo, Fred and two of his sons
came down on the day of the funeral. It is interesting that neither Alice
nor Edie travelled to Rottingdean; instead Edie went to Tisbury, where
the two sisters spent the day together.
It was the beginning of a long series of disasters. By the end of the
year, Georgie had decided to move entirely to Rottingdean. In
December 1898 she left her home of thirty years. "The pain of leaving
the Grange is great", she told Mary Gladstone Drew. But like both her
nephews, Rudyard and Stan, she believed that the painful path was
always the one to chose, and despite the move almost overwhelming
her, she didn't waver: "I do not doubt that it is right and best for me to
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g o . " 1 6 But it did mean that when Trix became ill, she was not in a
position to help Alice at all.
Alice had always been interested in spiritualism, but Trix had taken
this much further. She had experimented not only with table turning,
and with crystal balls, but also with the more troubling aspects of the
occult, including "withdrawing one day, in spirit, from her bodily shell,
she found to her horror, when she had wished to return, so to speak,
inside herself, that powerful occult forces barred her way: which had
kept her painfully suspended in the cosmos for many y e a r s . . . when she
described this experience. . . she did so (though the details of her
voyage into space seemed vague, not to say incomprehensible) with a
total and sincere conviction. . ,"17
It was her immersion in the occult that both her father and brother
blamed for the crisis that now descended. In December 1898 Trix had
some sort of psychotic breakdown. Various diagnoses have been
suggested in retrospect – schizophrenia, manic-depression, and so on –
and there is now no way of knowing. The symptoms were distressing:
they ranged from mutism to hyper-manic states in which she could not
stop talking. She refused to eat and at one point appears to have been
nearly catatonic. At first she was treated by a man described by one of
Rudyard's biographers as a 'quack', who taught at the Camberwell
School of Arts and Crafts, and believed that diet and massage would
solve the problem. 1 8 (Georgie was on the board of the Camberwell
School, so it is likely that she initially recommended him.)
Within weeks the acknowledgement that Trix had a serious mental
illness could no longer be avoided, and she was sent to a private
hospital in London where she was force fed—although the doctor
assured Fleming that they had not had to use 'much' force. The
problem was twofold for the family. First was money. The place she
was in cost nearly 16 guineas a week, or more than £800 a year – an
unsustainable sum for Fleming, an army officer, or Lockwood, a retired
civil servant. A private asylum would cost only half of that; the
drawback was that for Trix to be placed there she would have to be
formally certified insane, and her husband and her parents all baulked
at that. The more serious problem was Alice. Alice felt that she could
look after Trix – that she was the only one who could. Trix helped this
along by responding with violence every time she saw her husband. For
the moment, however, Fleming's wishes prevailed and she stayed in
London under the care of the doctors he had found, including George
Savage, who as well as being the superintendent of Bethlem, was later
Virginia Woolf s doctor. (Savage was particularly liked by the families
of his patients, as he diagnosed neurasthenia, or 'loss of nerve force',
rather than insanity.) Rudyard did not appear to feel himself intimately
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involved with his sister's problems. There is no indication that he
offered to help financially now or later – in fact, it is perfectly clear that
no such offer was ever made, as paying for Trix's medical care was an
overwhelming preoccupation for her husband for years afterwards.
(It is worth jumping ahead here to note that Kipling left nothing to
Trix in his will. In addition, after Rudyard's death, Trix claimed that
after Lockwood died, Rudyard had destroyed both their parents' wills,
while she was certified insane once more. Certainly Rudyard's actions
after their deaths were a way for her to focus her distress. But Rudyard
had not acted in any way out of character. He had destroyed all his
letters to his parents and any other documents he found in Tisbury. His
overwhelming sense of privacy made this a normal response for him;
Trix, however, saw it as a way of ensuring that only his reading of their
family history would survive.
It is true that Alice and Lockwood both died intestate. On balance, it
seems to me unlikely that Rudyard destroyed the wills, but only on
balance. Alice almost certainly did die without a will – this was the
norm at the time for a woman with no money of her own. That
Lockwood had no will is rather more surprising. True, he had very little
money: probate valued his estate at £1,155 6s. 1 d. However, at his death
Trix was very obviously heading for another breakdown. She had spent
four of the previous eleven years needing concentrated – and expensive
– medical attention. What kind of father does not attempt to provide for
his child, who clearly cannot help herself and, in this case, is rendered
even more unstable by the sight of her husband? It is difficult to believe
that parents as loving, as protective, as Lockwood and Alice had been,
could have been so careless. As it was, Rudyard was by law appointed
administrator of the estate, and everything was automatically divided in
half. He invested Trix's share for her, handing only the interest to
Fleming. From his correspondence one can see that he never
considered making over Lockwood's little estate for Trix's care. His
own wealth was phenomenal: in the four years after Lockwood's death
he asked his friend Lord Beaverbrook, only one of the people he relied
on for financial advice, to invest nearly half a million dollars for him.
Indeed, he spent more than Lockwood's entire estate on a new car.)
In any case, in February 1899, during Trix's first bout of illness,
Rudyard decided to return to America for the first time since he had
fled Vermont three years before. He had never sold his house there, and
it is possible that he was returning to see if things had calmed down
enough for the family to move back.
As usual the whole family travelled together. Shortly after their
arrival in New York, the papers announced that Beatty Balestier,
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always one to embrace trouble, was to bring an action for $50,000
against Rudyard, for malicious persecution, false arrest and defamation
of character. No action was ever brought, and it was unlikely that it
could ever have been brought, but it kept the feud going, and kept
Rudyard uncomfortably in the spotlight. Two weeks later, more
important things were ensuring that Beatty became the least of the
Kiplings's worries. The children had all arrived in America with
whooping cough, although Carrie took it calmly enough: "we are
comfortable, even luxurious, and hot pipes and bathrooms make it
easier than it might b e . " 1 9 Then things degenerated quickly. A
desperate note from Alice to Georgie was the first the family heard of
real trouble: "Dearest Georgie, I have just got a cablegram from New
York, 'Rud ill inflammation lung". She [meaning Carrie] wouldn't
have wired if he wasn't very ill I am sure. No address sent and I can do
nothing. Your loving, Alice." Then, scrawled across the bottom: "Tell
sisters." 2 0 It was a rare moment when family solidarity was resumed.
Carrie was coping, as she always did, until Josephine developed
pneumonia too. She could not look after both of them, and as Rudyard
was decidedly more ill, she asked Meta de Forest if she would take
Josephine and nurse her at her home. In England Agnes offered to go
and stay with Alice, but by now the desire for her sisters was past, and
Alice wanted nobody except Trix and Lockwood – she could, she said,
"fight my dreadful anxiety best alone". Lockwood went to London to
get Trix, and the three of them sat together waiting for news. For weeks
they waited – Rudyard was a little worse, he might survive the night,
he had survived the night. Then the crushing blow. Josephine, 'the
apple of her father's eye – the delight of his heart' 2 1 cried Alice to
Georgie , all at once got worse. Without her mother or her family near
her, she died. She was six years old. Rudyard was fighting for his life
and knew nothing. The entire responsibility for his health, for her
surviving children, (themselves still ill), and for Josephine's funeral,
fell to Carrie.
Carrie was stoical – "it must be done and so I am doing i t " - a n d she
"never lost her nerve for a moment and had in mind all the thousand
and one matters which covered her husband's life and great fame and
her children's welfare. She has eaten meals at regular times and done
everything which intelligence could dictate to keep up her strength and
spirits. I have never seen such a remarkable exhibition of pure
nerve." 2 2 As always, though, with Carrie, even when she was rising to
a crisis in a way no one could fault, she was prickly and difficult and
just plain odd. She had called in Frank Doubleday, Rudyard's American
publisher, to help her deal with the press and the various business
matters that could not be postponed. She asked him to write to Alec
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Watt, Rudyard's agent in England, who in turn was instructed to write
to Rudyard's parents. Doubleday wrote to Watt: "Mrs Kipling has
asked me to write to you and tell you... the history of these last terrible
ten days. She would like to have you realise that she can never go back
to this time of distress to discuss the matter or attempt to tell you what
she has gone through. She has asked me to give you all the details
which are essential, so that you may communicate them to Mr and Mrs
Kipling" 23
Carrie did not find the time-or have the desire – to write to her
parents-in-law at all, although she wrote to Georgie. The letter is
distracted and disjointed, flicking madly between what is happening in
New York and what needs to be done in Rottingdean – could Georgie
pay the gardener, and the children are better, although "They feel such
a small family, only 2, and so young. . . Love us hard. We are in sad
need of all you can give us." 24 She never felt able to say this to
Lockwood and Alice. And Lockwood and Alice were suffering. Not
only was Rudyard hovering on the edge of death, Trix, now at home,
was as ill as she had been the previous December. Alice told Georgie:
"My poor Trix is with me, very very far from being herself. The
mutism which was first so trying has changed to almost constant talk –
– and oh – my dear nearly all nonsense. There are times in every day
when she is her own bright self and then she suddenly changes and
drifts away into a world of her own – always a sad one – into which I
cannot follow her. If only I could keep her with me—but her husband is
coming to-morrow to take her away. . .Oh, my Georgie my heart is
bursting full – both my dear children so smitten. . ."25
By the middle of March it was decided they could find the money for
Lockwood to go to New York. (Carrie seemingly did not feel the need
to offer financial help, any more than Rudyard had earlier.) Sally
Norton, who had gone to New York to support Carrie, reported on his
arrival: "he looks as well and cheery as if he had no anxiety of late!
Oh! That blessed English temperament, so steady, so matter of fact
even and capable of achieving so much and repressing so much when
the time comes. I could not but think of the contrast with Carrie's
temperament as I observed Mr Kipling. Carrie so splendidly restrained
and self-controlled, but vibrating with sensitiveness and bodily worn
by it." 26 By now Rudyard had improved and was well enough to be
told of Josephine's death. Carrie had kept it to herself for three weeks,
and then she could bear it no longer. At first, he was too ill to take it in.
Then, as he got stronger, the reality became stronger as well, and made
it harder for him to fight off the depression that comes with near-fatal
illness.
It was only in June that Kipling was recovered enough for the family
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to return to England. Their arrival back at the Elms was harder than
they had expected. Lockwood said that they found "The house and
garden are full of the lost child and poor Rud told his mother how he
saw her when a door opened, when a space was vacant at table –
coming out of every green dark corner of the garden – radiant and
heartbreaking." They could now talk about Josephine a little, even
Carrie. Georgie mothered them. They went across the green to her
every day, and Georgie said that Carrie was "a very remarkable
woman". She was one of the few people, apart from Rudyard, to see the
good in her. Rudyard drew closer to Phil, who, Lockwood thought,
"has a great capacity – under his half-assumed triviality – for sympathy
and affection. He is not the happiest of men these days. The superficial
side of society, which he has mainly cared to cultivate, is a somewhat
arid and unsatisfactory diet for a continuance." 27
Alfred Baldwin too recognised Carrie's worth, and he wrote her a
moving letter: "I can only say this, that after all you have done and
passed through I hold you in a loving reverence that will last my
life. . . God bless you." 28 Others of the cousinhood showed up less
well. After a visit to Alice in Tisbury, while Lockwood was in New
York, Georgie's daughter Margaret Mackail wrote a rather formal little
note of condolence, although not until nearly a month had passed. This
may mark the beginning of Rudyard's dislike of the Mackail family,
which was to grow ever stronger, although his love for Georgie
prevented an open breach for many years. Lockwood too expressed his
reservations about Margaret's husband and they were ones that
Rudyard shared: "I find his notions are on so lofty and merely
academic a plane that they have but little concern with any of the
actualities of life and so don't count." 29
Lockwood had reason to compare high-sounding ideas with concern
that involved practical help. Trix was, once again, much worse.
Lockwood reported that:
We, our little family I mean, have been going through a pack of
troubles. The brunt of the worst of it fell on me, and for a long time
I did nothing but attend to my burden. Things have cleared up at
last and we may fairly hope for peace. Meanwhile, I have lost a
good deal of my respect for the medical profession, and especially
for those who profess to know about the nerves and brain.
Also I have acquired some highly heretical notions about husbands
and their relatives. But since things seem to be turning out happily,
I am content to let my small resentments grow cold. . . 30
But things were not, whatever Lockwood hoped, clearing up. At
Rudyard's request, a specialist came down to see Trix. He reported to
Jack Fleming that he had wanted Trix to go away with a nurse, "but",
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he wrote, "to no purpose. Mrs Kipling was on the verge of frenzy at any
suggestion of such a thing and Mr Kipling, though ready to be firm
when he was with me, yielded before his wife's excitement at once ...
[the nurse at Tisbury] is convinced that your wife will go on well now
with her mother, whose nervousness is less when they are quiet
together and is too familiar to your wife to have the harmful influence
it would seem, to a stranger, to be likely. . . Your wife is quite as
determined not to be separated from her mother as the latter is not to
allow her to leave."31
It is an interesting letter, for it makes Alice appear almost as ill as
Trix: 'frenzy', 'excitement', 'nervousness' – all these were words that
were normally applied to the mentally ill, particularly to women, who
were subject to what was then called hysteria. In February 1900,
Rudyard and Carrie invited Lockwood to travel to South Africa with
them once more. Lockwood refused. He said, "[I] could hardly leave
Trix and her mother alone". Not just Trix. Not Trix with Alice. It now
appeared that neither of them could be left. When the Ruddies returned
from South Africa in the spring, things were no better. Carrie, who was,
granted, an unsympathetic audience in matters relating to Alice, told
Meta de Forest that Trix was worse again. 'It's. . . to be expected when
you know nothing has been allowed to be done to cure her. Mrs K will
not have it so it is not done." 32 And for the next two years, Alice ruled,
until the autumn of 1902, when it could no longer be denied that Trix
was as well as she had ever been – nervy, easily excited, with,
according to her doctors' report, "intellectual activity, excessive in
degree even for her" 33 – but with no return of the psychotic episodes
of four years before. There was at this point no further excuse for Alice,
and Trix returned to Fleming in Calcutta, with Alice "low and dull in
consequence" 34.
Rudyard and Carrie were improving, too. Rudyard's health was
better, although his spirits were not. At the end of Carrie's annual diary,
where Rudyard was in the habit of writing a sentence to sum each year
up, all he could manage in 1899 was, 'I owe my life to Carrie.' A great
compliment to Carrie, if not necessarily what Rudyard most desired.
Six months before he had written to his old friend Edmonia Hill, and
he expressed better there the value he placed on that life that Carrie had
saved: "this fool sickness of mine which had the bad taste to leave me
and take my little Maiden." 35
The Baldwins, when they visited Rottingdean, became part of the
Kipling/Burne-Jones family life; otherwise they were very far away
during these years. Stanley's wife, Cissie, was pregnant much of the
time and in addition Stanley was taking on more and more
responsibilities from his father, both in the business world, and in
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politics. For the most part the widening gap between the Mackails and
Rudyard and Carrie was echoed with the Baldwins by Lockwood:
"Aunt Louie and Mr Baldwin are struggling with the melancholy that
seems to be settling on the latter. 'Tis very odd how piety, wealth and
a loudly asserted trust in a personal deity seem to make some people
apprehensive and gloomy." 36 The distance the families had grown
apart, and the traumas of the year, can be judged by the fact that there
does not appear to be one surviving letter from any of the sisters that
mentions that in 1899 their brother Fred was made President of the
Wesleyan Methodist Conference. Their minister father would have
been so proud to have seen his son reach such eminence; among the
dozens of high-achieving cousins, it passed completely unremarked.
Instead, more mundane matters preoccupied them. Rottingdean, which
for Rudyard and for Georgie had been a refuge, was being encroached
upon more every day. Even when Burne-Jones had been alive,
modernisation had been creeping in. In the last years of Burne-Jones's
life he had spent some of his waning energy fighting off those who
wanted to bring electricity to the village. He claimed that the company
would have put their 'engine' (a generator, I think) too close to North
End House, and he took them to court over it. He won, and the plan was
temporarily dropped. Then there was the 'Daddy Long-Legs', a sort of
marine railway. Tracks were laid on concrete posts in the sea, and a
small railway-car ran along it from Brighton to Rottingdean, carrying
150 people at a time. Happily for Burne-Jones and the Kiplings, who
were violently opposed to it, a storm damaged the tracks after only a
week, and it never ran properly after that. Not every incursion could be
stopped, though: day-trippers from Brighton now began to invade the
village on a regular basis by omnibus. Rudyard, particularly, was
singled out: the driver of the omnibus, as it circled the green, pointed
out his house to the curious. Others disturbed him as he fished off the
pier, pestering him for autographs. (He dealt with this in an unusually
practical manner. He signed a batch of autographs, which he gave to the
Rottingdean Rifle Club, and let it be known to anyone who wanted one
that they were being sold by the Club to raise funds.)
In addition, Carrie and Rudyard were tormented by memories of
Josephine at the Elms. By the turn of the century they were looking for
a new house – they ranged across the country, often in Rudyard's latest
toy, a motor-car, from Somerset, through Wiltshire, to Sussex. Georgie
sometimes went with them, valiantly, as she hated cars, and Rudyard's
was the only one she ever agreed to travel in. Their relationship had
become that of a mother and son. Rudyard often signed his letters to
Georgie as 'your boy'; she acknowledged that he and Carrie "have
been my very own children".37 It was a relationship that mothers and
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sons rarely have in reality – certainly not the kind Rudyard ever had
with his mother, nor Georgie with her son. Perhaps it was, in part,
because Carrie was equally fond of Georgie: Georgie reported that "For
a long time they came to me every evening after dinner for an hour or
two, and never once did she look at him as if to say 'let us go', much
less utter the words – but left it to him always. She brought her sewing,
the dear girl. . . and she worked and he and I played colerito, and we
talked, and often laughed, and about 9.30 it was over. Never the
shadow of a cloud came between us, nor did a thing happen that is not
sweet to remember." 38 Not a thing anyone could say about Alice.
Their one area of conflict, politics and, more precisely, the Boer War,
they simply avoided. In true Macdonald fashion, they silently agreed
never to discuss it. War fever had swept the country, whirling most of
the population, including Rudyard and Carrie, into a patriotic fervour.
When Mafeking was relieved, in October 1900, after a nine-month
siege, trains across the country blew their whistles all the way down the
lines to let towns and villages en route know. Shops were opened in the
middle of the night so that roaring crowds could buy bunting. When the
news arrived at the stock exchange, trading was suspended as brokers
and their clerks sang patriotic songs together.
Georgie, however, was against British involvement in South Africa.
Famously, after the news of Mafeking arrived, she hung a banner
outside North End House which read: "We have killed and also taken
possession". Her choice of wording is significant. The Methodist
minister's daughter was never far from the surface, and, to illustrate her
political opposition, she chose to quote the story of Naboth's vineyard.
When Naboth refused to give his vineyard to the king, the queen,
Jezebel, arranged for him to be killed so the land could be confiscated.
At this the prophet Elijah said to the king, "Thus saith the Lord, Hast
thou killed, and also taken possession?. . . Thus saith the Lord, In the
place where dogs licked the blood of Naboth shall dogs lick thy
blood . . ."
Rudyard rescued Georgie from enraged locals that night, but they
still kept silent. Georgie described the situation to Crom Price, who
was her childhood friend as well as being Rudyard's ex-headmaster:
[Ruddy] "looks a great deal aged [since Josephine's death], to my eyes,
but as loving as ever. O that he loved his fellow men enough to give
them their own space in the world! We never mention the War – and
he must feel that gap that this means just as much as I do – but
somehow we go on caring more and more for each other,
notwithstanding." 39 The conflict remained ever present: "It is one of
life's griefs that on this subject the heart's division divides Ruddy and
Carrie from me." 40
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The Boer War continued the process of time and distance to separate
the cousins from each other as well. Where Rudyard and Carrie did not
have the great love they had for Georgie, they were less forgiving.
Margaret and Jack Mackail worked actively against the war; Margaret
collecting clothes for Boer women and children. She felt, with Georgie,
"unhappy about the war, unhappy and ashamed".41 It is amazing that
Georgie's politics did not completely destroy the bond she had with the
Kiplings. For they were certainly extreme. When the 1905 revolution
took place in Russia, she wrote Sydney Cockerell (who had been
Morris's assistant, and was now director of the FitzWilliam Museum):
"I greatly fear that in a few days we shall be told 'order has been
restored'. If only Finland would rise now (it is possible) and the news
from St Petersburgh spread quickly to Moscow, and Moscow imitate,
perhaps the soldiers will 'fraternise' with the people and then a great
thing would be seen. . ." When the Bolshevik Revolution began in
1917, and everyone in Britain felt that this was the beginning of the
end, she was "rejoicing about Russia, and thankful. So far things have
gone wonderfully well. . .God grant them strength and devotion to the
last."42 In sharp contrast, when Rudyard wrote his will he specified
that no stocks in Russian companies were ever to be bought with any
of his money.
Alice was so apolitical that she never even read a newspaper and
Louisa was a stalwart of the Conservative wives. But Georgie was
becoming more radical with age. Part of this was that she no longer
had to keep her views from her husband, who would have objected to
them most vehemently; and partly it was her inheritance from Morris.
It was also that, for the first time, she was doing a solid piece of
creative work. Soon after Burne-Jones died, she had decided to write
a biography of him, as "my share in raising a Cairn"43 to his memory.
This look back at the ideals of their youth may well have rekindled
some of the excitement and hope for change they had both been imbued
with then.
Louisa and Alice had earlier ventured into print: Louisa with
romantic 3-decker novels, Alice with verse for magazines, as well as,
in 1902, Hand in Hand: Verses by a Mother and Daughter, which was
written with Trix, and was just what it said, the first half being Alice's
verses to Trix, the second half, Trix's to Alice. The year before BurneJones died, Georgie was in correspondence with Cockerell about some
cartoons of Burne-Jones's that had gone missing. She said wistfully:
"How I wish I had done so much work in my life that a couple of things
that size could slip out of sight and not be noticed doing it because of
the abundance of others."44 When she began to write about her husband
she found a fulfilment that was rarely open to women at the time:
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"Never before had I undertaken a serious piece of work and carried it
through; that alone is an epoch in anyone's life."45
It was an epoch in her life and it was also a serious undertaking.
Mackail, never one to praise anyone's work without meaning it, told
Cockerell: "The more I see of it, the more I am impressed by the genius
(it is nothing less than that) which has gone to the making of it."46 If
not genius, certainly art went into it. There were the details to be
gathered, selected and ordered to portray a long and active life, and
there were also the details that had to be kept out. Not all the past
seemed equally happy to Georgie, and she wrote rather sadly to a friend
from her early days: "It was a good time for about three years, 18561859, wasn't it?" 4 7
At the same time, Georgie was losing a large part of her present.
Rudyard and Carrie had found a house near Burwash, in Sussex, and
not a moment too soon. Rudyard had apparently recovered his health,
and some mental equilibrium; now Carrie was well on the road to
'nerves' and invalidism. In 1902 Rudyard had been hopeful that Carrie
was better than she had been for years, "happier," he said, "and less
nervous",48 but Carrie herself was less sure. A new project like a house
was just the thing to keep her organisational talents busy, and her
happy. Bateman's was larger than the Elms, and they could also buy it
rather than rent. They asked Ambo Poynter, a fully-fledged if not
particularly successful architect, to take on the project, although later,
in a replay of the Beatty Balestier story, Rudyard denied that Ambo had
anything to do with the planning of Bateman's. By August 1902 they
had moved in, and in the first six weeks they had had eighteen people
to stay. Their first visitors were Hugh Poynter, now nearly twenty, and
about to go out to Constantinople to work for Baldwin's, and Stan and
Cissie. Then the rest of the family came in relays: Georgie with
Margaret, then Ambo, then one of Fred's sons. It was a full month
before Alice and Lockwood came over from Tisbury, and they
coincided with Agnes, which was particularly happy, as Agnes's many
chronic illnesses had now settled down to one major illness. They all
feared, although they didn't say it, cancer.
Georgie said she felt that she needed to finish her memoir of BurneJones as soon as possible, as she didn't expect to live long – "no one of
us in this or the last generation" had.49 It is likely she was thinking of
Agnes in particular. The year after her visit to Bateman's Agnes had a
serious operation, possibly the removal of a tumour. Georgie went up
to London to be with her and for a while there was a rapprochement
between the Kiplings and the Mackails, as Georgie kept the family
informed via Jack Mackail. It was not, however, long before they were
back to scratching at each other. When Rudyard returned from South
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Africa in the spring of 1904, he told Norton that Agnes was a bit better,
"but I haven't met any of the family except the President of the Royal
Academy and he was too busy with his labours among Princes ignorant
of art to tell me any news." 51 Sadly, Poynter was, as ever, unable to
express his emotions, even after his wife underwent a second operation.
She needed quiet, love and attention; she got none of them from her
husband. By March 1906, it was clear that Agnes was "fading out of
life".51 She had never recovered from her surgery.
Louisa came up to London and with Georgie took over the nursing of
their sister. In a replay of Burne-Jones's funeral, Edie went and spent
some time in Rottingdean rather than going to London; neither she nor
Alice appear to have gone to see Agnes one last time. Poynter, spurred
into action, decided that the very best thing for a dying woman would
be to move house. The eccentricity of moving at such a time he
explained by saying that it had a garden for Agnes to sit in when she
was better. But she was never to sit in it. She now never left her room
and was for long periods unconscious.
On 12 June 1906, aged only sixty-two, Agnes left the life on which
she had made so little mark. This was the first loss to the Macdonald
sisters since the death of their sister Caroline in 1854, over half a
century before. The Macdonald family was suddenly no more. Now
what survived were the Burne-Jones, Mackail Kipling, Poynter, and
Baldwin families, which was a very different thing.
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[A Circle of Sisters will be published by Viking Penguin in August
2001. In which event autographed copies of the book will be on sale on
14 November 2001, when Judith Flanders will once again address the
Society in London on 'Kipling and the Arts: a family tradition." – Ed]
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THIS QUARTER 70 YEARS AGO
[The June 1931 Kipling Journal has this fascinating item on page 34, which is here
reproduced exactly as published in the Journal. – Ed]

An interesting and rather unusual entry in the catalogue of a
Lancashire bookseller runs as follows:AMERICAN INTEREST. – Kipling's Presentation Set to Miss
Warner for Saving his Life with inscription guaranteed in the
famous Author's handwriting on the title page of Vol.1. ("Plain
Tales from the Hills.") the tribute paid to this well known
American Authoress reads, "Helen M. Warner, from Rudyard
Kipling, in memory of a little pheumonia, April, 1899." One
would have thought the Warner family should have held on to
this, but the vicissitudes of life are very, very strange.
Unfortunately, this is not a complete set, there are only 15
volumes though the others will still be procurable in America, as
this is Scribner's New York edition. We are only charging you for
Volume I with the inscription, the rest are thrown in, and
comprise:- Plain Tales from the Hills, Soldiers Three, In Black
and White, The Phantom Rickshaw, Under the Deodars, The
Jungle Book, the Second Jungle Book. The Light that Failed, The
Naulakha, [sic] The Day's Work, From Sea to Sea, Early Verse,
Stalky, Together 15 volumes, the best edition. Svo., cloth gilt. £10
10s. 0d the lot (well worth £100 being unique and fully
guaranteed). New York: Scribner's, 1898-1900. The offer was
that of the Export Book Co., Preston, Lancs. The catalogue is
dated June, 1931.
[On page 312 of his biography Andrew Lycett refers to Kipling's
serious bout of pneumonia and to the delirium in which Miss Warner
features. "So fascinated was he [Kipling] with these ramblings of his
unconscious mind that in a calmer moment he hired a local
stenographer to take down what he said." Lycett goes on to say that this
record found its way into Kipling's papers at Sussex University. And
Lord Birkenhead, in his biography, makes a brief mention of the fact
that the chief nurse during Kipling's near death illness was a Miss
Helen M. Warner. – Ed]
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JUST SO: EDWARD GERMAN'S SETTINGS OF
RUDYARD KIPLING'S VERSE
by J D LEWINS
[Dr Lewins, Kipling Fellow of Magdalene College, Cambridge (where Rudyard Kipling
had been an Honorary Fellow) presented an evening's entertainment after our AGM on
14 July 1999, devoted to the settings by Edward German of Rudyard Kipling's verse,
chiefly, of course, the Just So Song Book. While nothing printed in the Journal can quite
capture the effect of hearing the songs, in archival and newly commissioned versions,
some flavour may be gained from the written account that follows. – Ed]

Winston Churchill said of Kipling: "Now there was a singer of songs".
His lyrical verse is natural for music, with its regular rhythms wellsuited to strophic form. There are the many versions of "Mandalay";
while perhaps the most immediately successful, (as a charity vehicle in
the Boer War), was Arthur Sullivan's setting of "The Absent Minded
Beggar". Our late member, Peter Bellamy, provided many settings. The
range now extends to Sir Elton John's projected Just So Stories
musical.
Omitting, if you wish, the rather catchy Disney Jungle Book tunes –
the "Bare Necessities" – the Society has enjoyed several performance
evenings in the 1990s and in 1960; and our Journal records Major
Corbett-Smith 'renditions' to an early Society meeting in October
1927. But the best know collection is surely the Just So Song Book, by
Edward German, which appeared in 1903 and is so well loved by many
Society members. Unfortunately, it is not in any list of currently
available recordings. The only record listed commercially available is
Peter Dawson (recorded 3 April, 1929) available as a CD, (Pearl,
"Songs of the Sea" LC 1836), transcribed from analog recordings of
the "twenties", and including not only "Rolling Down to Rio" from the
Song Book, but Dawson's own favourite, "Boots".
The "Just So Stories for Little Children" were published in a
collected edition in 1902 as 12 stories and 12 accompanying verses, but
the early stories pre-date the period when Rudyard Kipling and Carrie
(nee Balestier) were living in Brattleboro, Vermont. The stories were
fashioned for telling to Josephine, their elder daughter, and her cousin,
Margaret Balestier. They were published in magazine form in St
Nicholas, starting December 1897. The origin of the title is made clear
in the magazine:
Some stories are meant to be read quietly and some are meant to
be told aloud. . . All the Blue Skafallatoot stories are morning tales
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(I do not know why, but that is what Effie says) but in the evening
there were stories meant to put Effie to sleep, and you were not
allowed to alter these by a single word. They had to be told just
so, or Effie would wake up and put back the missing sentence. So
at last they came to be like charms, all three of them, the whale
tale, the camel tale, and the rhinoceros tale.
The stories were honed by telling and retelling to a wider audience
on the sea voyages to and from South Africa that the Kiplings and their
family made in the early 1900s. Kipling was to explain in typically
reticent form:
There was a young person of Oldham
Who altered his tales as he told 'em
When his friends said "how mean"
He replied "all serene"
And that's about all that he told 'em.
Edward German was invited to set the stories to music and the Song
Book appeared in 1903, published by Doubleday, Page & Co in New
York that November, with a London edition by Macmillan & Co. The
hard cover has vignettes taken from the original illustrations. The
'invitation' on this occasion probably did not come from Kipling but
rather from the younger Boosey, at that time working at Chapells
before joining the family firm which amalgamated with Hawkes in
1930. Such agents for musicians and music publishers were always on
the look out for opportunities to promote sheet music sales for 'home
performance'. German's life has interesting parallels with that of
Kipling's. Born German Edward Jones, 17 February 1862, almost four
years before Kipling, both died in 1936. The family intended German
to be an engineer but he showed great musical talent as a youngster,
and was given scholarships to the Royal Academy of Music, where he
was a contemporary of Henry Wood and a friend of Elgar. Just as
Rudyard Kipling was more formally Joseph Rudyard Kipling – the first
name was conventional for alternate first-born's in the Kipling family
but never used by his parents – so German changed his name as a
young musician when competing with other Joneses at the R.A.M. He
stayed there for two years, 1880-1887, as sub-professor, specialising, at
first, in the keyboard, then violin, (winning a gold medal), and
composition.
German's early work included a song for W. S. Gilbert, (1888), to be
sung in his play Broken Hearts. The song and play were savaged by
Bernard Shaw but complimented by Sullivan. Alberto Randegger
advised him that Richard Mansfield was taking the Globe Theatre and
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wanted German as conductor. This led to the composition of the
Richard HI music and overture, again savaged by Shaw, in 1892.
German persuaded Henry Irving in 1892 to let him supply music, (three
dances in particular), for Henry VIII. It was immediately popular and a
lasting success.
On the death of Sir Arthur Sullivan, German, seen as his natural
successor, was invited, in 1900, to complete the music for Emerald Isle.
The librettist was Basil Hood. This was followed by the outstanding
success of Merrie England in 1902, again with Basil Hood, and was
notable for a number of songs that could be taken separately and paid
for as sheet music in the days before performing rights charges. Both
shows starred Henry Lytton of the D'Oyly Carte Savoyards. Another
success, with Hood, was the Princess of Kensington in 1903.
German remained a bachelor living in St John's Wood. Of German's
friendship with Elgar, it is said that when contemplating withdrawal
due to lumbago from conducting a concert Bournemouth in 1926, Elgar
gave him dinner followed by a pint of champagne, bringing about a
miraculous cure. Much of his final years were spent in conducting –
until his eyesight failed – and rearranging his own music. Kipling, too,
with Carrie's help, spent much of his final years in profitably bringing
out new editions of his own works. German was knighted in 1928 for
services to music.
The Just So Stories will need little in explanation to Society
members. The first few ("How the Whale got his Throat" etc.) are
mock Darwinian natural selection in tone. Useful introductions are by
Lisa Lewis in the Oxford edition and by Peter Levi in the Penguin
edition. A recent Folio Society edition has the attraction of quarto size
illustrations (the original size) taken from the originals in the British
Museum. For more details one can consult the Reader's Guide. In
addition to the twelve stories of the conventional edition there are two
further apocrypha: "The Tabu Tale" (in the Oxford and Folio Society
edition) and "Ham and the Porcupine" (Oxford edition). These have no
accompanying poems and, of course, do not figure in the Song Book.
Nevertheless, Kipling's illustrations for "The Tabu Tale" are well worth
studying. He is evidently a skilled artist inheriting his father's,
Lockwood Kipling's, draftsmanhip. The Reader's Guide has some
fascinating insights into the detail of these drawings which range from
realistic to, shall we say, Art Deco/Aubrey Beardsley – a comparison
Kipling would probably have detested. Of the realistic, I particularly
like the one of "The Cat That Walked by Itself. The Balestier cousins
had given Carrie a cat, which Carrington speaks of seeing in the
Vermont woods.
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The Song Book varies the order of the poems slightly, interchanging
"I keep six honest serving men" and "I am the Most Wise Baviaan".
This may be to favour key changes. More noticeably, the splendid
"Rolling down to Rio" is taken at the end, and a fine finish it provides.
My own vivid memory of this song is when a 'minder' for a visiting
Russian engineer accompanied his father into my College (St Martin's
College of Aunt Ellen) and, having become suitably 'definite' on
College Madeira (as the narrator in Aunt Ellen puts it), broke into a
stentorious Russian bass-baritone singing "Rolling" in translation and
'rolling' in his exit. We hadn't heard anything like that at High Table
for some time.
Of "This Uninhabited Island", a gushing amateur critic described it
to German as this "Uninhabited Island" is such "uninhabited music"!
But Kipling himself wrote to German to say:
Will you accept my belated thanks for the keen pleasure that your
setting of Tegumi and Merry Down have given me. They are the
ones I like best in the Just So Book, though the Camel's Hump runs
them close. Our children sing them zealously.
The "Six Honest Serving Men" was claimed by Elsie, the younger
daughter as "hers" and, indeed, this is likely to have been finished after
Josephine's death. The concept is not original and may be traced back
to the Latin epigram:
Si sapiens fore vis sex servum qui tibi mando Quid dieas et ubi, de
quo, cur, quo modo, quando.
But the poems and the songs, Kipling liked so much, surely relate to his
elder daughter, dying at the time Kipling himself was laid low in New
York of double pneumonia after an unwise winter crossing of the
Atlantic. We need only place 'Effie' between 'Josephine' and 'Taffy' to
confirm the sentiment of the verses. And how like our author to leave
just a hint of alternative interpretation in the final line: "Comes
Tegumai alone to find / The daughter that was all to him."
The second of these two favourite songs accompanies the story of the
"First Alphabet". Many reader's will have seen the 'original' of the
alphabet necklace at Bateman's, but this was made by Spinks of
London, and given, in 1928, by Sir Percy and Lady Bates, [I am
grateful in this and other points to Professor Tom Pinney.]
German followed his success in the Song Book with five more
settings of Kipling verse over the years to 1917. The first two, set in
1911, again probably at the suggestion of Boosey, were for verses taken
from The History of England with CRL Fletcher: "Big Steamers" and
"What 'Dane-Geld' Means". The former was recorded by Robert Lloyd
(bass) with Nina Walker at the piano in 1978 by EMI on LP (ASD
3545) and might still be available through specialist sources. It also
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exists in sheet form in a number of arrangements for two and four parts,
popular with schools in my youth. In 1915 the Daily Telegraph
published a series of letters or accounts by Kipling as "Fringes of the
Fleet". Part V, "Patrols", was accompanied by a verse "Be well
assured" that German set in the following year. He was 'invited' to set
all the poems of "Fringes of the Fleet" but declined – leaving this, and
a subsequent dispute with Kipling, to Elgar.
After the Battle of Jutland, Kipling furnished to the Daily Telegraph,
19 October 1916, an account of the destroyers in action, accompanied
by the verse "Have you news of my boy Jack?" Many take this as
intimately connected with the death of his only son John Kipling, at the
battle of the Loos in 1915. German's invitation to set this in 1917 came
more immediately, I believe, from Kipling himself. It was written and
orchestrated for Dame Clara Butt, and first heard at a Royal
Philharmonic Concert charity performance, the composer conducting
in the Queen's Hall in October 1917. Clara Butt recorded the song with
Sir Thomas Beecham and the RPO.
According to German's biographers, the final song was the result a
of a direct invitation by Kipling to German. Kipling had perhaps not
shown much sympathy with the Irish until the enrolment of John in the
Irish Guards. He therefore wrote the verses The "Irish Guards".
German's tune evidently pleased Kipling. He wrote:
Dear Mr German,
I've heard The Irish Guards several times and I hasten to send you
my congratulations! It's wonderful and goes with a dash and a
devil that can't be beat. I note in the copy you sent me that the line
in the first and last chorus runs "the wild geese are fighting". It
should, of course, be "flighting", and Pilken Ridge ought to be
"Pilkern", but I expect these are only errors of the copyist. I foresee
a great success for the song and I send you my best thanks.
Most sincerely
RK
In July 1918, shortly afterwards:
Dear Mr German,
I have seen Mr Hassell, bandmaster of the Irish Guards, today, and
he is very keen on having your Irish Guards set for a march for the
regiment, and I have suggested he make an appointment and talk
the matter over with you. I'm sure you will agree that everything
that can be done in any direction to cheer and inspirit our men just
now is most important and that if you can see your way to help in
this you will. Personally too I should be most grateful.
Very sincerely yours,
Rudyard Kipling
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In October 1918, German approached Kipling to sign the MS (after
four versions), in all probability to be sold or indeed auctioned –
typically by (Sir) George Robey in intervals of concert performances –
for War Charities. Graciously Kipling replies:
Dear Mr German,
Of course I have signed it for you to whom my verse owes so much
and get all the money you can from the assurance that I have never
signed a music MS before and never will again.
It is not necessary to tell you that this is an act of self-preservation
against the legions.
Ever sincerely
RK
Elsewhere Kipling, says he is delighted and looks forward to hearing
the March played in Green Park with the full band. I have enquired of
the Band of The Irish Guards, currently serving in Macedonia, but alas,
no band parts are held now, although they indeed had a copy of the
song itself. This is not the doubly-signed MS and it is a mystery for
collectors of such items to know where this autographed MS might
have gone.
A final anecdote shows again Kipling and German in parallel lights.
Kipling had been plagued by copyright problems, not only in America,
which had not signed the Berlin Convention, but in England where
'two-penny' copies had been made. The problem led to the Copyright
Acts of 1902 and 1906. German, at first, was against Performing Rights
legislation, wanting, above all, for musicians to have their work
performed. But he came to realise that the era when the sale of sheet
music supported a composer was being replaced by the mechanical
performance of records and radio, and was soon persuaded to modify
this position, joining the Performing Rights Association in 1914 and
the Performing Rights Society in 1915. Indeed, he became a Council
member in 1925-26. It is ironic, therefore, that subsequent interaction
with Kipling was occasioned by breaches of copyright. German agreed
to recordings of "Rolling Down to Rio" (Parlaphone, Zonaphone and
Beltona) only to receive a letter from Kipling's solicitors that Kipling
had copyright of the words. German protested that he had only given
permission for his own music. After negotiation, Kipling agreed to
German dividing future royalties equally but that German and Novello
should refund half of the past share and pay the solicitor's bill. German
was to say of a later incident:
I confess it was very distressing to me to think that I have been
unintendedly receiving another man's money, as in the case of Mr
Kipling recently (Rolling down to Rio).
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Kipling did finally 'roll down to Rio' as the Brazilian Sketches testify.
The verse describes the graceful clipper lines: well-raked masts and
funnels of the Royal Mail Steam Packet Co Magdalena class, great
steamers white and gold. (I like to think, of course, that the Don and the
Magdalena were prescient of our College). Unusually, Kipling gave the
BBC permission to broadcast this song in England for 1933 and
extended to 1934. A two-piano arrangement was made by Victor
Healey-Hutchinson, played with Berkeley Mason, and with Dale Smith
Baritone, broadcast 11 April 1933. The performance was repeated 'live'
on 19 July 1933 and 27 December 1934. Healey-Hutchison had
proposed an orchestral arrangement, which was strange because this
already existed for the Dawson recording. German missed the final
rehearsal due to gout, but provided two additional bars to end the song.
He wrote afterwards that the performance had many good points but
was taken too fast; later he acknowledged that indeed his own tempi
and metronome markings were, indeed, too fast. As a result, the
specially commissioned CD recording that was played at the Society's
meeting has followed the relaxed tempi approved by the composer,
benefiting I think the enjoyment of the words. It is hoped that
arrangements can be made with the copyright holders to make this new
record available to Society members and perhaps more widely. I am
grateful to the singer, Mr Andrew Wickens (chorister) and Dr Stephen
Farmer (Precentor) of the College for their skill. Happily Mr Wickens
was able to attend and sing a caller and thus receive well deserved
plaudits from members.
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4. BBC Written Archives Centre.
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6. National Archive of Recorded Sound, British Library.
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RIKKI-TIKKI REVISITED
by LISA LEWIS
[Lisa Lewis, a former Chairman of our Society and now a Vice-President, is widely
acknowledged as a leading authority on Kipling. She long ago acquired a specialised
mastery of his countless scattered manuscripts and texts; while her objectivity as a critic
and accuracy as an annotator became increasingly evident through her involvement in
various re-publications of Kipling's works, including Mrs. Bathurst and Other Stories
(1992) and the enlarged Just So Stories (1995), both of which she edited for Oxford
University Press in the World's Classics series.
In 1996 she collaborated with Professor Sandra Kemp in compiling an imaginative
and sophisticated anthology, Kipling's Writings on Writing. She was later invited by
Oxford University to join a panel of examiners from its English Faculty, to strengthen
their credentials in Kipling-related subjects. This was a well-deserved compliment, no
less because she is modest about her academic pretensions, claiming that the last
examination she took was for her 'School Certificate', in 1947.
In February 1999 she addressed a London meeting of the Kipling Society on " 'RikkiTikki-Tavi' ", the delightful story from The Jungle Book about a short sharp contest
between a courageous mongoose (Herpestes icheumon) and a family of malignant
cobras, for the dominance of an Indian house and garden. She suggested a bold new
interpretation of the underlying significance of the story; and we hope this publication of
it may prompt some readers to supply, for the Journal, the considered comments that her
suggestion deserves.
Here is her text, below. Her talk was followed by a lively discussion, which raised
some informative points. A few of these are now briefly interpolated, between brackets,
at appropriate places in her text. Readers may also care to be reminded that in our March
2000 issue, we published on page 6 a vivid drawing of Nag confronting Rikki-Tikki,
while on page 8 we quoted from an article by Sir George Younghusband, published in the
1920s in Blackwood's Magazine, describing the almost incredible speed and exactitude
of spatial judgment that can enable a mongoose to face, outwit and kill such a formidable
enemy. – Ed.]

" 'Rikki-Tikki-Tavi' " was the story that made me a lifelong Kipling
addict. Though I have read it to myself several times, it is three
readings by other people that especially stick in my memory. The first
happened when I was a very small girl whose nose was badly out of
joint following the arrival of a baby brother, and who suffered from
terrifying nightmares. A kind aunt read me this wonderful story about
a strange little animal called a mongoose, who would sit on a child's
bed and keep watch, ready to kill the wicked creatures that lurked in the
shadows after the light was turned off. From that moment, when asked
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what I wanted people to read to me, my answer was always " 'RikkiTikki-Tavi' " But it was a long time, by a child's standards, before I
heard it again, because my parents didn't have a copy of The Jungle
Book.
The second time it was read to me came as a shock. My aunt had
spared me the verse heading to the story, but my father read it out; and
that part was not reassuring, but distinctly scary:
At the hole where he went in
Red-Eye called to Wrinkle-Skin,
Hear what little Red-Eye saith:
'Nag, come up and dance with death!'
Eye to eye and head to head,
(Keep the measure, Nag!)
This shall end when one is dead;
(At thy pleasure, Nag)
Turn for turn and twist for twist –
(Run and hide thee, Nag.)
Hah! The hooded Death has missed!
(Woe betide thee, Nag!)
This is no play-fight, no easy victory. The poem underlines the fact that
Rikki-Tikki is risking his own life.
I've never seen a mongoose kill a snake, but I once saw a little
tropical cat do it; and she did indeed go through a long weaving dance
with the creature, before she fooled it into passing the wrong way, and
was able to seize it by the neck. (It was only a harmless tree-snake, but
a hunter can't be too careful.) As so often with Kipling, an unfamiliar
sight was instantly recognisable from something he had written. The
formal rhythm in these verses, which is also the rhythm of a minuet,
exactly represents something from life. It brings an echo of old times
and old violence – of sword-play which is also a "dance with death", as
the duellists manoeuvre for an opening.
Much more recently, another reader of the story gave me a second
shock along rather similar lines, opening up a further set of associations
that are far from the domestic drama of a child's bedtime. We'll come
back to that later.
First, let us talk about the part that is accessible to a child, the story
as 'animal fable'. One of Rikki-Tikki's probable originals did lose his
life – the mongoose that Kipling describes in an early poem from
Echoes (1884), part of a series of "Nursery Idyls" [sic], written in
imitation of Christina Rossetti:
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Here's a mongoose /
Dead in the sluice
Of the bath-room drain. / How was he slain?
He must have lain /
Days, it is plain. . .
Stopper your nose, /
Throw him out to the crows.
If Rikki-Tikki had lost his fight with Nag the cobra, he too might have
been found dead in the bathroom sluice.
In the spoof preface he wrote for The Jungle Book, Kipling hints at a
certain dead mongoose providing the inspiration for Rikki-Tikki:
"The Editor stands indebted to one of the leading herpetologists of
Upper India, a fearless and independent investigator who,
resolving "not to live but know" [a key phrase from Browning, 'A
Grammarian's Funeral'], lately sacrificed his life through overapplication to the study of our Eastern Thanatophidia."
That preface claims throughout that Kipling has gleaned the Jungle
Books stories by talking to animals – the other ones being an Indian
"baggage elephant", a monkey on the slopes of Jakko hill in Simla, a
captive wolf trained to dance at fairs, and a bird that alighted on an
ocean-going liner in the Pacific.
But it wasn't just a dead mongoose that inspired this story. When
Kipling compiled some late notes on his Jungle Books characters
(placing them at the end of the Jungle Books volume in the
comprehensive, posthumously published Sussex and Burwash
[respectively British and American] editions of his works), he wrote
about " 'Rikki-Tikki-Tavi' ":
Mongooses are as bold and clever as I have tried to describe, and
they often come into a house or even into an office with people
going in and out all the time, and make friends with men there. A
perfectly wild mongoose used to come and sit on my shoulder in
my office in India, and burn his inquisitive nose on the end of my
cigar, just as Rikki did in the tale.
Kipling's father, Lockwood Kipling, in chapter xv of his Beast and
Man in India (1891), comments:
Few wild animals take so readily to domestic life as the Indian
mongoose, who has been known to domesticate himself among
friendly people, first coming into the house through the bath-water
exit in chase of snake or rat, and ending, with a little
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encouragement, by stealing into the master's chair and passing a
pink inquisitive nose under his arm to examine a cup of tea held in
his hand. This is the footing on which pets should be established.
On the subject of mongooses and snakes, Lockwood writes:
One of the unalterably fixed beliefs in the native mind is that the
mongoose knows a remedy for snake-bite – a plant which nobody
has seen or can identity, but which, when eaten, is an antidote so
sure, that the mere breath of the animal suffices to paralyse the
snake.
This is not true, says Lockwood. "The mongoose has only its quickness
of attack and its thick fur for safeguard." And Lockwood's comments
are echoed in his son's story, when he says:
If you read the old books of Natural History, you will find they say
that when the mongoose fights the snake and happens to get bitten,
he runs off and eats some herb that cures him. That is not true. The
victory is only a matter of quickness of eye and quickness of foot.
– snake's blow against mongoose's jump – and as no [human] eye
can follow the motion of a snake's head when it strikes, that makes
things much more wonderful than any magic herb.
Roger Lancelyn Green suggests that there was a human herpetologist
behind Rikki-Tikki, as well as one or more examples of the species
ichneumon. He mentions Professor Sir Joseph Fayrer, (1824-1907) of
the Bengal Medical Service, author of The Thanatophidia of India
(1872), a pamphlet describing half a dozen poisonous snakes – but not
including cobras. Green cites Fayrer's granddaughter as authority both
for a friendship between her family and the Kiplings, and for her
grandfather's connection with the story, though she apparently could
not remember details.1 It sounds as though Kipling adopted the
intriguing word 'Thanatophidia' from the published pamphlet, and
cross-examined Fayrer personally for details about cobras.
A literary source for the story seems to be a now-forgotten children's
poem, "The Water-Rat", which Kipling quotes in the first chapter of
Something of Myself. It comes from one of the "two fat books" of poems
for children which, he says, helped to comfort him during his long exile
in the 'House of Desolation'. Lancelyn Green2 identified these as by
Menella Bute Smedley and Elizabeth Anna Harte. "The Water Rat"
comes in Child-Nature by Harte. In this poem a child has a pet waterrat that comes into the house and gets on the table at meal-times.
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Previously, the child's sister has fallen in a pond and drowned. One
night the water-rat gets into bed with the grieving mother, and the
following morning the dead child is found alive and sleeping in her
own bed.
Of course, a fairy pond was that,
And she was saved by fairy force,
And changed into a water-rat.
All these are matters quite of course.
It was these lines that Kipling half-remembered in Something of
Myself. Since Rikki-Tikki also gets on the table at meal-times, and
joins a human in bed, I think he can be said to have some of the
characteristics of Harte's water-rat.
A rather grander literary origin for the story is the ancient cycle of
Indian beast-fables called Panchatantra. One of these, titled variously
"The Faithful Mongoose" or "The Brahmin and the Mongoose", tells
of a Brahmin, whose wife has gone out, leaving him in charge of their
baby son. He is summoned to perform a religious ceremony, which he
must not refuse, so he bids the family's pet mongoose take care of the
child. During his absence a snake comes into the room, and is killed by
the mongoose. On its master's return the animal runs to greet him; but
seeing the snake's blood on its muzzle, the Brahmin jumps to a false
conclusion, thinks it has killed his son, and beats the faithful creature
to death. Only then does he go to look in the cradle – to find the child
unharmed, and the body of the dead snake alongside.
There was another version of this story, in which it was the wife who,
having neglected her baby, blamed the mongoose and encouraged her
husband to kill it. But it was the first version that caught on widely, and
was retold in many countries round the world. According to one
scholar, the Panchatantra cycle "found its way in various disguises,
through the Pahlavi, Arabic, Hebrew and Syriac, into all the chief
European languages – it was also represented by versions in languages
of southern India and the Malay Islands, Further India, and the Far
East."3
In the same collection of essays, another writer4 comments:
That the migration of fables was originally from East to West, and
not vice versa, is shown by the fact that the animals who play the
leading parts. . . are mostly Indian ones. In the European versions,
the jackal becomes the fox. . . This change in the species of the
animals, in the course of the wandering of the fables, is very
instructive. Take, for instance, the well-known Welsh story of
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Llewellyn and Gelert. The father comes home and is greeted by his
hound, which he had left to guard his infant daughter. Its jaws are
covered with blood and, thinking it has killed the child, he slays it.
Then he finds the child asleep in her cradle, safe and sound, a dead
wolf by her side. In the original tale in the Panchatantra, a
mongoose and a cobra play the part of dog and wolf.
The details of these various transformations – from mongoose to
weasel to dog, and from Brahmin to sheikh to knight to Welsh prince –
are traced by the scholar Franklin Egerton in the introduction to his
translation of the Panchatantra5 where the two versions of the story are
given.6
Another tale in the Panchatantra cycle also seems to have
contributed to Kipling's story. It concerns a family of birds, who enlist
a mongoose to help them against a wicked snake that wants to eat their
nestlings (as Darzee the tailor-bird recruits Rikki-Tikki). The
mongoose duly kills the snake, but then eats the nestlings himself.
In using these Indian legends, Kipling has left out their harsher side.
Rikki-Tikki is not killed but treated as a hero. Darzee's children are
safe with him. It would be typical of Kipling, though, having
sentimentalised his sources, then to introduce a grim note of his own.
The garden where Rikki-Tikki lived has been identified7 as the
garden of Belvedere, the house in Allahabad where Kipling lodged
with Professor and Mrs Hill, during his year with the Pioneer
newspaper, Mrs Hill described it as "a famous old bungalow, standing
since Mutiny days when nearly every other house was destroyed."8
Belvedere was also the setting for "The Return of Imray" [Life's
Handicap], the story of the ghost of an Englishman, who has been
murdered in the bungalow by his servant, haunting the new tenants
until his corpse is found.9 According to Mrs Hill, this story was inspired
by the mundane discovery that a disgusting smell was being caused by
a dead squirrel in the roof space. Kipling's version is one of the
spookiest stories he ever wrote. Did he perhaps sense ghosts in the
bungalow – ghosts of Englishmen killed by Indians they had foolishly
taken for granted?
Though Kipling wrote many tales set identifiably in Lahore or Simla,
few have been positively located in Allahabad. There was no Allahabad
equivalent of "The Gate of the Hundred Sorrows", or in the House of
Suddhoo", or "Beyond the Pale" [all collected in Plain Tales from the
Hills]. There could have been two reasons for this. On the Pioneer in
Allahabad, he was not a local reporter, but editor of a weekly
supplement, and a roving correspondent who travelled around India,
sending in articles about the independent states of Rajputana, or the
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coalfields, or the railways, or the city of Calcutta.
But it is also true that recent history could have made it risky for an
inquisitive little mongoose of a journalist to "run and find out" things
in the back alleys of Allahabad, asking questions of all and sundry. For
only thirty years before, during what we used to call the Indian Mutiny
of 1857 – also known nowadays as the Sepoy Rebellion, or the First
War of Indian Independence – there had been scenes at Allahabad that
must have left considerable bitterness on both sides.
A sepoy regiment stationed there rose and killed its officers. Joined
by a crowd from the city, they massacred Christian converts, and looted
or destroyed European property; while the Europeans themselves took
refuge in the fort, protected by some British volunteers and a
detachment of Sikhs. When the fort was relieved, revenge was taken.
According to Christopher Hibbert in The Great Mutiny:
European volunteers and Sikhs descended upon the town, burning
houses and slaughtering the inhabitants, old men, women and
children as well as those more likely to be active rebels who were
submitted to the travesty of a trial, "The gallows and trees
adjoining it had each day the fresh fruits of rebellion displayed
upon them," admitted E.A. Thurburn, appointed Deputy Judge
Advocate General. "Hundreds of natives in this way perished, and
some on slight proofs of criminality."10
Nothing so terrible had happened in Lahore, and there Kipling in the
1880s also had the protection of his father's popularity. As founding
head of the Mayo School of Art, Lockwood was a well-known figure
in the city, who encouraged local craftsmen and helped them sell their
work.
Mention of the Mutiny (let us call it that, since Kipling would have
done so) brings me to the second, quite recent, shock I felt when
listening to a new reading of " 'Rikki-Tikki-Tavi' ". I had been given a
tape recorded by the Indian actor Madhav Sharma, as one of a series of
Kipling readings. His Kim is wonderful, and so are his Mowgli stories,
with different Indian voices for the different characters. His version of
" 'Rikki-Tikki' " is less successful, but the voices he has chosen
provide a most interesting sidelight on the story.
The unsuccessful part is the English family. Sharma gives them
Lancashire or possibly Yorkshire accents, that do not quite come off.
This seems to place them as junior members of the Raj – the father
would perhaps be one of the expatriate businessmen known to their
more snobbish fellow-countrymen as 'box-wallahs'.
The animals naturally speak like Indians. The cobras are distinctly
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upper-caste; Nag is almost 'plummy'. So when Nagaina urges her
husband to kill the human family – because "When the house is
emptied of people.. . the garden will be our own again," and a moment
later says, "So long as the bungalow is empty, we are king and queen
of the garden," – it sounds as though the cobras are members of an old
Indian or Mogul ruling family, plotting to kill the English and take over
the land again, as the sepoys and their aristocratic leaders had hoped to
do in 1857.
Nag is not the sort of snake you would normally find in a bungalow
garden. He combines aspects of two species. He has the 'spectacle'
markings of a common cobra (which would live in Indian gardens); but
his size and his family life are those of a hamadryad (not native to
India), which builds a nest and defends its young. Nag bears its title
too: for the hamadryad is also known as the 'king cobra'. It was once
seen as a sub-species, but is now considered a separate genus. Nag,
then, is a fabulous creature, his royalty not scientific but symbolic.
[N.B. In the ensuing discussion, one member challenged the statement
that hamadryads were not native to India: he had lived in southern
India, with hamadryads at the bottom of his garden.]
There are more apparent anomalies in the story. The English family
have only recently moved into the bungalow. We are not told that it is
new, so has it been standing empty for some time? Surely not, in an
ordinary cantonment? Kipling did once write an article about a Mutiny
site, "The Little House at Arrah", though it was never collected.11 In it
he stressed how 'ordinary' the house and its setting appeared, to anyone
who did not know its history:
The French would have covered the building in a glass case, keeping
intact each scar of musket or artillery fire. The Americans would
have run a big fence round it and exhibited it at 5 cents per head, a
pensioned veteran in charge. We, because we are English, prefer to
sweep it up and keep it clean, and use it as an ordinary house in the
civil lines, for the benefit of Her Majesty's servants, just as if nothing
worth mentioning had ever taken place in that unattractive
compound.
So it is unlikely that Rikki-Tikki's bungalow would have lain empty
long enough for a five-foot snake (who might well be thirty years old)
to see it as normal that he and his wife should be rulers of the garden.
Belvedere, too, was now an ordinary home, despite its history during
and after the Mutiny.
Another odd thing is that there are no human Indians in " 'RikkiTikki-Tavi' ", no servants and no visible tradesmen. Yet quite modest
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households of the Raj would have had a cook, a bearer, a gardener and
a sweeper, while Teddy and his mother would have had at least one
ayah between them. There would have been a dhobi to do the washing,
and a human Darzee to make and mend the family clothes. It is as
though animals have taken the servants' place. Something strange is
going on here – and it seems to me to refer to the Mutiny.
Prominent among the leaders of the 1857 Mutiny were a number of
dispossessed Indian princes, including the Nana Sahib, dethroned
Maharajah of Bithor. The rebellious sepoys were of the land owning
and farming classes, who bitterly resented the curtailment of their
ancient rights by the British. Many of them came from Oudh, a
formerly independent state which had been annexed by the British in
the previous year. Allahabad is on the borders of Oudh, and it was in
that general area that some of the most dramatic events had taken place
- notably the siege of Lucknow, and the killing of captive women and
children who had surrendered to the Nana Sahib at Kanpur (Cawnpore)
- firing the British lust for revenge.
That the Mutiny was still fresh in British minds when The Jungle
Book was written is shown by Murray's Handbook to India, 1884
edition, in which Lucknow is described almost entirely in terms of the
siege, with detailed notes on its sites and almost no reference to the
earlier history of the city. The compilers, who presumably knew their
market, apparently thought that this was the aspect of Lucknow that
English-speaking tourists would want to see.
Kipling was reluctant to write about the Mutiny. In a letter to a
publisher who had apparently asked him for a book or a story about it,
he firmly refused: " '57 is the year we don't mention and I know I
can't."12 However, the subject comes up obliquely in "On the City
Wall" (in Soldiers Three) where the beautiful prostitute Lalun tricks the
British narrator into unwittingly helping to smuggle an old man – an
escaped prisoner who had been of importance in 1857 – across Lahore
under cover of a religious riot. Lalun evidently expects old Khem
Singh to stir up a new revolt; but he is past it, and the project comes to
nothing:
He fled to those who knew him in the old days, but many of them
were dead and more were changed, and all knew something of the
Wrath of the Government. He went to the young men, but the
glamour of his name had passed away, and they were entering
native regiments or Government offices, and Khem Singh could
give them neither pension, decorations, nor influence – nothing but
a glorious death with their back to the mouth of a gun.
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(The British had notoriously executed captured mutineers of 1857 by
blowing them from the mouth of a cannon.)
The Mutiny is spoken of openly in Kim, when the boy and the Lama
stay with the old Rissaldar who had supported the British side, and
spend an evening listening to tales of those times. The old soldier tells
them:
" . . . I was then in a regiment of cavalry. It broke. Of six hundred
and eighty sabres stood fast to their salt – how many think you?
Three. Of whom I was one."
"The greater merit."
"Merit! We did not consider it merit in those days. My people, my
friends, my brothers fell from me. They said, 'The time of the
English is accomplished. Let each strike out a little holding for
himself But I had talked with the men of Sobraon, of
Chillianwallah, of Moodkee and Ferozeshah [hard-fought battles
of the Sikh Wars of 1845-49]. I said : 'Abide a little and the wind
turns. There is no blessing in this work.' In those days I rode
seventy miles with a English mem-sahib and her babe on my
saddle-bow."
Indian critics have reproached Kipling for selecting such a character,
who they say would be an exception and untypical. It has been
suggested that Kipling was afraid to confront the possibility of a further
rebellion; that he needed to stress the loyalty of such characters as the
Rissaldar, in order to reassure himself.
There is, however, one story in which the killings of the Mutiny are
described, not in their performance but in the aftermath. It is "The
Undertakers", in The Second Jungle Book. A sinister old crocodile, the
Mugger of Mugger Ghaut, reminisces about long-ago days of easy
living when the Ganges was full of dead, plundered bodies drifting
down from places such as Kanpur (where, before the massacre in the
Bibighar, some members of the British community had been set adrift
in boats, and shot at as they drifted downstream. He says:
Yes, by Allahabad one lay still in the slack-water and let twenty go
by to pick one; and, above all, the English were not cumbered with
jewellery and nose-rings and anklets as my women are nowadays.
.. All the muggers of all the rivers grew fat then, but it was my Fate
to be fatter than them all. The news was that the English were
being hunted into the rivers, and by the Right and Left of Gunga!
we believed it was true. So far as I went south, I believed it to be
true; and I went down-stream beyond Monghyr. . . Thereafter I
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worked up-stream very slowly and lazily, and a little above
Monghyr there came down a boatful of white-faces – alive! They
were, as I remember, women, lying under a cloth spread on sticks,
and crying aloud... There was never a gun fired at us, the watchers
of the fords in those days. All the guns were busy elsewhere. We
could hear them day and night inland, coming and going as the
wind shifted. I rose up full before the boat, because I had never
seen white-faces alive, though I knew them well – otherwise. . .
The Mugger goes on to describe how he saw on board the boat a
"naked white child", stooping over the side, to trail his hands in the
water. The Mugger snapped at "those small white hands", but the child
"drew them up swiftly, unhurt"; they were so small that they must have
slipped between his teeth. At the end of the story, the Mugger is shot by
that same child, now grown up to be a man.
The Jungle Book and The Second Jungle Book, as they were
originally published, are in several ways 'balanced'. Each has a set of
Mowgli tales, plus some tales in which other Indian animals, of varying
degrees of wildness or tameness, interact in different ways with man.
There is Rikki-Tikki, who as a free creature chooses to associate with
humans; and Toomai's elephant, which has been captured and trained;
and other animals that assist the Army in various capacities in "Her
Majesty's Servants". Then there are the village scavengers in "The
Undertakers"; and the hermit's wild friends in "The Miracle of Purun
Bhagat". Each book also has one story set in the Arctic ("The White
Seal" and "Quiquern"). Could it be that each book also has a story with
a Mutiny background?
For Mr Sharma's reading of " 'Rikki-Tikki-Tavi' " can also be heard
as a parable of the Mutiny. Teddy and his parents are new occupiers of
the bungalow, as the British were the new occupiers of Oudh. One
could compare the widow Nagaina with prominent women rebels like
the widowed Rani of Jhansi; or the woman nicknamed "The Begum",
who was responsible for looking after the families imprisoned at
Kanpur, and who led the group that finally killed them. Rikki-Tikki
himself as he belonged to a different species from the mules, might be
likened to the Sikh detachment who helped the British defend the fort
at Allahabad, and who joined in the subsequent slaughter of the
mutineers. (Kipling had acquired a positive view of Sikhs from his
friend Dunsterville, the original of 'Stalky', who served in a Sikh
regiment.)
It would be a mistake, of course, to push such parallels too far. If
Nagaina is identified with the Rani of Jhansi, who does that make Nag?
(The Rajah of Jhansi had died three years before the troubles began.)
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Nor do I suggest that Rikki-Tikki is in any sense a Sikh! But the Sikhs
and the Muslim rulers of India had been enemies before; and Sikh
troops fought on the British side in several famous battles of the
Mutiny. By killing the cobras, Rikki-Tikki saves the English family, as
the Sikh detachment at Allahabad had saved the British community
there. In befriending Teddy and his parents, the mongoose has not
exactly 'eaten their salt' (as the old Rissaldar would have put it) but he
has eaten their meat, banana and boiled egg.
In looking at the story like this, we are entering the world of 'postcolonial' criticism: here, writers like Kipling are closely inspected for
signs that they have lost their imperial nerve. Kipling (it might be
argued) couldn't face the Mutiny except in terms of loyal Indians and
victorious Britons. His account of "The Little House at Arrah", in
which a handful of British soldiers successfully fought off their
besiegers, is told in the words of the Indian attendants who show him
round. In his adult writing, he closes his eyes to the deaths of women
and children, because such events threaten his memories of India as a
paradise for little English boys. He hints at such things, but can only
confront them in a children's fable, where the heroes triumph and the
guilty perish. The cobras and the crocodile must die; the mongoose
must live and prosper.
To see Kipling as uneasily conscious of his position as one of a
privileged minority, loudly asserting its permanence in order to hide
from his own fears, is true up to a point; but it begs at least one
important question. Why do persons who have never lived under the
British Empire, or who have lived to revolt against it, still find
something fascinating in Kipling's writings? Sifting through old files in
the Society's former office, I once found an account, by the British
Council representative who was present, of the dedication of a
commemorative plaque outside Kipling's old office in Allahabad. The
ceremony was performed by the Indian statesman, Krishna Menon,
who apparently murmured to the British representative, when no
journalist was within hearing, that he was really rather fond of Kipling.
[This was V.K. Krishna Menon, (1896-1974), who in the discussion
following the talk was described both as an intellectual deeply versed
in British culture, and as a politician with impeccable anti-imperialist
credentials – a close associate of Pandit Nehru in the run-up to
Independence in 1947; and from 1947 to 1952 India's High
Commissioner in London.]
Why should Indians like Mr Krishna Menon feel that way about
Kipling? Why does Professor Edward Said – high priest and guru of the
post-colonial school of criticism – seem to harbour a soft spot for Kim,
even as he denounces its author? (Did early reading of the novel help
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an exiled Said to find himself a glittering career as 'Little Friend of All
the World's Literature'?) Why does Kipling appeal to South Indian
writers like T.N. Murari, who wrote two sequels to Kim in which the
hero becomes a nationalist? Or to the recent Booker Prize winner,
Arundhati Roy, whose novel The God of Small Things stayed at the top
of the best-seller lists for over a year? (In a recent interview, Roy
named the three books that mattered most to her as Ulysses, The Jungle
Book and Lolita.13 The lone Indian mother in her novel expresses her
love for her children by reading them the Mowgli stories.) And why,
when I listened to the tapes of Madhav Sharma reading Kim, Mowgli
and Purun Bhagat, did I hear in his voice such relish and
understanding?
It may be that " 'Rikki-Tikki-Tavi' " is less acceptable to Indian
readers because Teddy is a British child, whereas Mowgli is not, and
Kim only reluctantly so. Or it may be that they are sensitive to an
aspect of the story that Western readers tend not to notice. The Mutiny
parallel is a deep undercurrent in a story that for most of us in this
country is really more about childhood fears. I hope you will forgive
me for dragging it to the surface. That it should be there at all is one
more instance of the richness of Kipling's art.
As to whether Kipling was aware of this sub-text when writing the
story, who can say? His pen was in charge, and he was busy making
magic. He did sometimes load his fiction with extra meanings. In the
foreword to the American Outward Bound edition of 1897, he wrote
that many of his works were "double and treble-figured, giving a new
pattern in a shift of light". Of Rewards and Fairies he famously wrote:
"I worked the material in three or four overlaid tints and textures,
which might or might not reveal themselves according to the shifting
light of youth, sex and experience." That pretty well describes the
undercurrents I have been suggesting. . . And if you find the notion of
" 'Rikki-Tikki-Tavi' " as a parable of the Mutiny utterly repellent, may
I assure you that I did too. But once Mr Sharma's reading had
suggested the idea, the more I thought about it, the more likely it began
to seem. The past history of the bungalow and garden at Belvedere
seems to support the notion. The parallels are there in the text. [In the
discussion that followed this talk, Professor Tom Pinney, apropos postcolonial criticism, said he had recently come across an academic paper
arguing that the Mowgli stories were all about the Mutiny. He added:
"Lisa at least has some evidence for her theory."]
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
KIPLING AND THE GREAT WAR – a reply
From H.D. Potter, 64 Courtlands Avenue, Lee, London SE12 8JA

Dear Sir,
As it is always so very flattering for an author to provoke a response
as widespread as the selection of letters in March 2001 Journal
suggests, it may seem a little churlish to venture a reply to some of the
points raised by your correspondents. However, I fear I must, because
my views, clearly expressed in the lecture, have been rather
misrepresented. My criticisms of Kipling have been criticised but no
one has attempted to answer the basic question of why Kipling has had
so little impact on posterity's perception of the war.
I did not set out to offend. I knew I was entering sacred domain, since
any society dedicated to a particular figure is likely to be more partisan
than dispassionate. I had no fears, since I nursed only goodwill for one
I considered to be a much misunderstood genius. I recalled with
warmth my exposure to the Just So Stories, The Jungle Book and Kim
in my childhood and, in my youth, to the later short stories. The
problem was the more I researched and read about him or by him, about
The Great War, the less I liked him. His tone, his prejudices, his
vituperation I felt unbecoming a great man. The prophet had become a
ranter. In particular it was his attitude to the Germans that was
offensive not his analysis of the German State. He did not merely wish
to destroy an evil empire, he wanted to hurt and humiliate and debase
individual Germans, dehumanised as the Hun. Thus the Alf Garnet
picture that came into my mind. I did not want to see him as that, I did
not want to leave it there, and so I was much relieved to discover that
in my mind at least he redeemed himself by the writings of his
bereavement – in particular "The Gardener", The History of Irish
Guards, "My Boy Jack" – and by his labours and legacy for the War
Graves Commission. None of your correspondents has commented on
this, merely on my criticisms of Kipling. That said, the manner of my
criticism, even if 'tabloid,' is insignificant in comparison to the way in
which Kipling was capable of denigrating those of whom he
disapproved. Another of his less likeable characteristics.
I have been criticised by Professor Brogan for peddling 'a simplistic
view of history,' yet his criticism of me suggests that he has not
understood my article. No where did I say that 'Old Men's Lies' caused
the war. They caused the carnage, the waste of countless young lives in
a war of attrition. This was virtually new in warfare (although
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precursors were to be found in the American Civil War and the FrancoPrussian war). In times past professional soldiers had set out for war,
knowing that they had a reasonably good chance of surviving. In the
Great War, volunteers and conscripts were sent out to almost certain
death. Attrition, an aspect of war Kipling could countenance, was based
on the premise that if we killed one German for every allied soldier lost
we would still win. The cost was enormous. This is what Owen
lamented and Sassoon condemned. The war poets and others were
raising the questions 'is the war necessary?' or even if it is 'is the
carnage worth it?'. Kipling failed to ask these questions but instead
exhibited the 'assertive certainties' of which I am accused. Nor do I
take the writings of Vera Brittain as gospel but as testimony of how the
views of the younger generation – the actively involved generation –
changed as a result of their experiences, and of how the old certainties
gave way to unease, and even anger about idealism betrayed in the mud
of Flanders. Much of what I quote from Testament of Youth comes from
combatants, Roland and Edward Brittain. They went out full of
enthusiasm for the fight, and were changed. One wonders what an
encounter between Kipling and his son would have been like had John
survived his first year in the trenches and had come home on leave.
Mutual incomprehension, I suspect, and an unwillingness on the a part
of the son to take on or challenge his father's certitude. It was a
common enough response. I have not had the advantage of reading the
letters of Mr Jefferson's father nor do I know of what they consist. But
combatants writing home had to satisfy the censor, and in any case
would not want to inflict the full horrors of trench warfare onto their
loved ones. Even after the war it was often easier to lie or avoid the
subject than talk about it with the uncomprehending, insensitive or
misled – an instance of this generation gap is of Kipling forcing the
topic of the war on an unwilling undergraduate audience at Oxford.
While he could console fellow parents whose experience he had
shared, he could no longer empathise with the young whose
experiences he could only imagine. The colossal tragedy of the Great
War beggared the imagination of non-combatants, even geniuses; and
why, in this sphere, Kipling's impact on future generations has been
negligible in comparison with writers of smaller gifts but larger
experience.
Yours sincerely
HARRY POTTER
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From Josephine Leeper, Lammas Lane, Esher, Surrey KT10 8PE

Dear Sir
May I add a postscript to the correspondence about the Revd. H.D.
Potter, which was published in the March 2001 issue? The offensive
and ethnically incorrect epithet 'Hun', applied by Kipling and his
contemporaries to the Germans, actually originated from the Kaiser
himself, when he exhorted his soldiers to fight with the ruthlessness of
Attila and his Huns. Happily it fell into disuse and in World War II our
troops referred to their opponents by the casual and almost friendly
term 'Jerries'.
Yours sincerely
JOSEPHINE LEEPER

KIPLING POETRY DAY IN AUGUST
From Roy Burton, 30 Wantage Road, Didcot, Oxon OX11 OBT

Dear Sir
Over the past six years I have organised Poetry Days at Urchfont
Manor College in Wiltshire. This year I am organising a Day on
Rudyard Kipling's Poetry on Wednesday 8 August from 10 a.m. to 4.30
p.m. May I add that I am not an academic or professional lecturer,
merely an enthusiast. The day will, therefore, be one of open
participation. Those attending can read a poem or two and join in
discussing Kipling's life and poetry. The maximum number is 20.
Telephone 01235 818989 or fax 01235 814494 anytime.
Yours sincerely
ROY BURTON
[30 Wantage Road, Didcot, is The Parlour Bookshop, which is open from Tuesday to
Saturday, 10 a.m. to 12.45 p.m.; and 1.45 p.m. to 4 p.m. It is closed on Bank Holidays,
from Good Friday to Easter Monday, and from Christmas Eve to 4 January. – Ed]
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NOTICES AND NEWS
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
Wednesday 11 July 2001
This will be in the Mountbatten Room, Over-Seas House, Park Place,
off St James's Street, London SW1 at 4.30 p.m. Afternoon Tea will be
served in the Wrench Room and is £7.50 per head for those who order
in advance. (See "Secretary's Announcements, on page 5). As providing
flyers and posting tickets are an unnecessary expense, would you kindly
book your orders by telephoning the Secretary on 020 7286 1094, from
now till 9 July; and either post your cheques, or hand them in on the day.
KIPLING SOCIETY OF AUSTRALIA
Melbourne members have enjoyed a varied programme of activities
this year, reports Rosalind Kennedy, Secretary of the Kipling Society
of Australia Inc. Mr Ian Taylor's presentation on "Kipling the Mason"
was followed by an open discussion by members on the subject of
freemasonry and the writer's commitment to this discipline.
A printed linen handkerchief, and pottery items of, an ale jug, match
holder and vase were displayed at a meeting addressed by Mr Robin
Drooglever, editor of From the Front, A.B. (Banjo) Paterson's
Dispatches from the Boer War (Macmillan 2000). [Kipling and Paterson
first met during the Boer War and maintained a life long friendship.]
Entertainment evenings of song, music, and readings by members and
guest artists feature prominently in the Society's programme, and "If,
"The Road to Mandalay" and "Mother O' Mine are clear favourites.
In November, Mr Gregory Alexander R.W.S., will present an illustrated
talk about his paintings for the Jungle Book. The artist will mount an
exhibition of his paintings in London in September. (watch this space)
HMS KIPLING
A report by Michael Smith
Since the exhibit relating to the life of HMS Kipling was installed and
then 'launched' officially by Vice Admiral Sir Peter Ashmore and Sir
George Engle, the centrepiece of the display has been a fully working
model of the 'K' Class destroyer made and owned by Derrick Hubbard,
who is a son of a HMS Kipling Survivor. We realised that at some stage
he would need to have it returned and so the Council of the Society
agreed to buy a kit for a replacement. Derrick very generously agreed
to build the model and, after many months of very skilful detailed
work, he has completed the task. The model is now installed and
appears to sail on a most realistic seascape. We are greatly indebted to
Derrick for working so painstakingly on our behalf. He has refused
payment for his devoted work, but would like the sum we had in mind
to be handed by him to the Alzheimers Disease Society.
[Members visiting the Brighton area will find a visit to The Grange in
Rottingdean most interesting. The Art Gallery and Museum is open daily,
(except Wednesdays), weekdays 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Sundays 2 to 4 p.m. – Ed]
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YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 1999
BALANCE SHEET
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REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES FOR 2000
The Kipling Society, whose postal address is 6 Clifton Road, London W9 1SS, was
founded in 1927, is registered with the Charity Commissioners (No. 278885), and is
constituted under Rules approved in July 1999.
As stated in the Rules, the object of the Society is the advancement of public education
by promotion of the study and appreciation of the life and work of Rudyard Kipling.
The Society is administered by a Council comprising Honorary Executive Officers and
elected Ordinary Members. Those serving in the year under review are listed below,
together with the dates of election and termination of office of the Ordinary Members and
some of the Officers.
EXECUTIVE OFFICERS
Chairman: :
Sir George Engle, K.C.B., Q. C.
Deputy Chairman:
Mr P.G.S. Hall
Secretary:
Mr J.W.M. Smith (to July 2000)
Mr S.D.J. Keskar MA (from July 2000)
Treasurer:
Mr R.A. Bissolotti, F.C.A.
Journal Editor:
Mr G.H. Webb, C.M.G., O.B.E.
Membership Secretary: Lt-Colonel R.C. Ayers, O.B.E.
Meetings Secretary:
Mr S.D.J. Keskar (to July 2000)
Dr J.D. Lewins (from July 2000)
Librarian:
Mr J.F. Slater
Electronic Editor:
Mr J. Radcliffe.
ORDINARY MEMBERS
Mr N. Entract (1998 – 2001)
Dr Linda Hall (1998 – 2001)
Mr D.N. Vermont (1999 – 2002)
Mrs Elizabeth Inglis (2000-2003)
Comdr. Alastair Wilson (2000-2003)
In furtherance of its Object, and on an on-going basis, the Society:
• Publishes a substantial quarterly magazine, the Kipling Journal, distributed to all
members and Journal-only subscribers, dealing with matters of interest to readers and
students of Kipling.
• Promotes and holds meetings, lectures, film-shows, visits, discussions and readings,
and generally encourages the study of Kipling's works.
• Maintains in City University, London, an extensive library of books and archive
material, available to members and researchers.
• Maintains a "Kipling Room" at the Grange Museum in Rottingdean, Sussex.
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Maintains a world-wide web-site (www.kipling.org.uk) containing information and
pictorial material about the Society, about Kipling's prose and poetry, and about his
life and times; also the catalogue of the Society's Library, and a comprehensive index
to the Kipling Journal from its inception in 1927. The web-site attracts requests for
information from all over the world, and serves to attract new members. The Society
also, in association with the University of Newcastle, provides an e-mail discussion
forum, on which questions relating to Kipling are canvassed and discussed.

Specific activities in 2000
• Four issues of the Kipling Journal were published.
• The web-site included a Kipling 'Poem of the Week', four "Quotations of the Week"
for users to identify, reviews of recent publications, and Internet links with book-sellers
both new and antiquarian – also a glossary of Hindustani-Urdu-Hindi words to be
found in Kipling's works, and a selection of special interest to collectors.
• Five meetings were held, four of them lectures followed by discussion, the fifth of a
showing of a French film Le Mystère Kipling. The Annual Luncheon was addressed
on the subject of "Kipling and the Ballad" by the Honourable Austin Asche AC, QC, a
distinguished Australian member of the Society.
At the end of 2000 the Society had over 548 individual members, and about 125 'Journalonly' subscribing universities and libraries in 21 countries. There was one
self-administering overseas branch in Melbourne (Australia), some of whose members
are also subscribers to the parent Society.
Financially, the results for the year show a surplus of over £1,000 against that of £169
for the previous financial year. This increase is due to the added income from –
1. A large sale of back numbers of the Kipling Journal to Japan; and
2. A profit of some £1,200 on the sale of Fixed Interest Units in COIF.
Expenditure overall was in line with the previous year, with the cost of printing and
despatch of the Journal rising by some £600, which was compensated by a similar
reduction in the cost of maintaining the web-site.
The Trustees will continue to expand the activities of the Society, but in doing so will
continue their efforts to maintain the present subscription rates.

[Signed] Sir George Engle (Chairman)
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ABOUT THE KIPLING SOCIETY
The Kipling Society is for anyone interested in the prose and verse, and
the life and times, of Rudyard Kipling (1865-1936). It is one of the
most active and enduring literary societies in Britain and, as the only
one which focuses on Kipling and his place in English Literature,
attracts a world-wide membership. (Details from the Society's web-site
(see page 4) and membership forms from the Membership Secretary,
Kipling Society, 295 Castle Road, Salisbury, Wilts SP1 3SB. The
forms quote the minimum annual subscription rates. Some members
contribute a little more.)
The Society is a Registered Charity and a voluntary, non-profit-making
organisation. Its activities, which are controlled by a Council and run
by the Secretary and honorary officials, include:
• maintaining a specialised Library in City University, London,
• answering enquiries from the public (schools, publishers, writers
and the media), and providing speakers on request,
• arranging a regular programme of lectures, and a formal Annual
Luncheon with a Guest Speaker,
• and publishing the Kipling Journal, every quarter.
The Journal of the Society aims to entertain and inform. It is sent to
subscribing paying members all over the world free of charge. This
includes libraries, English Faculties, and 'Journal – only' members.
Since 1927, the Journal has published important items by Kipling, not
readily found elsewhere, valuable historical information, and literary
comment by authorities in their field. By not being wholly academic,
the Journal is representative of Kipling, whose own diverse interests
and versatile talent covered a wide range of literary writing – letters,
travel, prose and verse. For the serious scholar of Kipling, who cannot
afford to overlook the Journal, a comprehensive index of the entire run
since 1927 is available. Apply to: The Librarian, Kipling Society,
13 Canonbury Road, London Nl 2DF, England. Back numbers of
the Journal can also be bought. Write to; Mr Michael Smith, 2
Brownleaf Road, Brighton BN2 6LB, England.
The Editor of the Kipling Journal publishes membership news, Society
events, and the texts of talks given by invited speakers. In addition, he
is happy to receive letters and articles from readers. These may be
edited and publication is not guaranteed. Letters of crisp comment,
under 1000 words, and articles between 1000 – 4000 are especially
welcome. Write to: The Editor, Kipling Journal, 6 Clifton Road,
London W9 1SS, England.

